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of supply, disorganize all Gov
•GERMANY’S DEEP-LAID PLOT ! limans
vernmental affairs assume the eonjtrol of all useful buildings, confiscate
AGAINST US
all war and transport-supplies, and

13,
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No. 2
MOTOR-LIGHTS BY DAY

into the country U being well and
judiciously used.
“ Put the people in this country will
have to sacrifice, a id sacrifice to a
magnificent degree, in order to bring
even apparent comfort to the men who
are fighting for the destruction of
Prussianism, and to their families and
the little refugees." she continued.
"The day when chocolates and cig
arettes were considered luxuries, or
even comforts, has pas-mi. and today,
in the great medical institutions of
Europe these are absolute necessities
to every inmate, whether in the first
days of his misery or in the stages of
eonvalescem e.
"So many things are needed for the
poor fellows who have been torn and
probably wrecked on the battle-fields
that it is really surprising to see
people in this country living so far
beyond their needs."

When you see a motorist’s lights
brightly blazing on a sunny day. do
city in which I live recognizes this
The most dangerous foe of Germany , lastly to impost1 heavy indemnities
not conclude that he is careless or
Count the women and the men in
fact, he has a large following among in this generation will prove to be tlm as a matter of fact, Germany is the crazy. He may lie simply trying to
the average store and you will find
housekeepers. When they call upon United Stab's. Thus prophesied Dr (only great Power which is in a posi keep down his battery-temperature
that the women are in a large major
tion to conquer the United States."
him he usually has some labor-saving Otto liotsi h professor at the \\ ar j There has been a slight dislocation and. save his batteries from premature
ity. It is therefore particularly im
device to show them. Sometimes it is Academy in Berlin, in an art id'* in jin this interesting program, but a still
destVretiom On long-distance rides,
portant, writes Archer W. Douglas, to
develop store methods that will please a patent gas-lighter, sometimes an the Alldcutsehe Blatter, on August Ilimn' marked miscalculation was made where the starter is little used, turn
women and to study the workings of . ‘antisplash’ for faucets, sometimes a 23, 11102, and the learned doctor has 'regarding the German immigrant and ing on the lights occassionally pre
i. ew certainly prophesied better than he j his functions, w hich wen1, of course,
some times
the female mind in so far as they dif- food-chopper,
vents putting an excessive charge1 in
knew. How completely America has to prepare the way for the ultimate
vacuum
washer.
fer from those of the male. In the be
to tile storage-battery, overheating
“ It is never wist to be too technical upset, the whole German apple cart absorption of America into tlm bosom it, and finally breaking down the in
finning, says Mr. Douglas, how to get
hopper, or to try to can only be appreciated when it is of the Fatherland, and until that hap
*nd hold a woman’s trade is not so with the woman
sulation. Frank Mason an authorite
the unfailing need realized that decades ago Germany py day arrived lit1 was to assist bv
eonvince
her
o
much strictly a matter of business as
on batteries who writes on this sub
and ; every means in his power that pro
A study In psychology. The rules of and wisdom of certain common regu- planned first to conquer Europe
ject under the title "Turn Out Your
isojgram of active Germanization of Fights," begins his article by describ
trade that obtain with men do not al- lations of business. In the first place, then to attack and dominate an
America. Open i American institutions which we know ing a recent auto collision on one of
ways ‘go’ with women, a fact that von can probably never persuade her lated and helpless
avowals of this conspiracy have been to have been directed from Berlin.
some merchants fail to understand. that a business rule is right just be
the roads between Chicago and Cleve
For instance, he goes on to say. cause some one says it is. In the collected by tin* United State's Gov For example, Wilhelm Hubbe-Sehlei- land. The cause of the accident was
women "like things to be neat, clean, second place, she is interested only ernment in a brochure; entitled "Gon- den, writing in the Allduetsehe Plat the inability of one driver to under
attractive.” When all the shop- in her side of the question, anyway." quest and Knit nr.’' compiled by Pro ter in Urn:;, said :
stand why tin1 other should be burn
fessors Notestein and Stoll, of the
pen were men, the dingy shop with a
"It is (lie duty of every one who ing his ligiits in the daytime. Writes
Universitv of Minnesota, and issued loves languages to see that the future
shirt-sleeved salesman behind the
Mr. Mason:
Y.
M.
C.
A.
KEEPS
TROOPS
by
the* Committee on Public Informa language spoken in America shall, be
counter, smoking a cigar, was perfect
‘‘The oncoming car could not hear
FOR GOD’S SAKE WAKE UP
German. It is of tlm higest import
HAPPY IN WAR ZONE tion at Washington. From the evi ance
ly satisfactory -n ot so today. Women
to
see
the
first
driver
'wasting
his
‘‘Coming
from Vimy Ridge, where
to keep up the German language
PARIS—Refreshments and amuse dence there collected it can be seen in America, to establish German uni- battery,' so be y died in a loud voice. the dead bodies still lie prone in the
too, are apt to take a personal view
of things that a man regards quite im ments were provided for the first that the' Germans have I..... by no \el'siti*
i mi )i'o\ r tin ■ schools. i n t r o  ‘ Turn off yo'Ur l i g h t s ! ' As hie did SO. mud, to the easy-ehair atmosphere of
American troops stationed for train means reticent, about tht'ir intentions, ('nee G in, i n lie u spa]i>ers, and tll see ; and ;,S ho was l ooki ng to ward t lie Washington. Congressman Porter H.
personally. We read:
mtTicai ! Unix. orsi ties G< ' nnan
anel they see'm to have calculated up
dri ver o f th e t ouri ng- ear, h e eras!bed Itale's message to the people of the
"The difficulty in keeping a woman’s ing in the first line trenches by the
professor
i r<> m ore <■;ipabfi1 than t heir
on
the
good-natured
Anglo-Saxon's
Fngl Uh- s l'<‘ak mg colic agues, and ma k e into 11ie car, d a m a g i n g both machi nes. United States U:
trade is that sooner or later her per American Army and Navy Young
refusal to believe the Teuton capable their inti i f ■nr■e felt u ninistakald
y
on ,
" Ti n
nia n who
crashed into
the
sonality becomes involved, often In Men's Christian Association. This work
"For God's sake, wake up and real
of such de:pths of lone, sighted villainy. t h o u g h l .
■i<*n !■<■. art, and liter a t u re. tourim <ar t‘elt it 1o be his d uty to fell ize what this war means! "
began
in
a
cow
shed
in
a
little
village
most unexpected ways. In the' final
If
Germ ;mi < bea.r tlii s in mind : and
a just behind the front line's under the This side1 of the question is empha help
analysis every
proposition in
American troops without guns, with
; c , ( >P:i in gly . the goal will i■vent - : the dr i v<:*r a bout his lights, ;mil tin 'resized
by
the1
Committee
on
Public
In
woman’s life ultimately heroines per direction of Ira D. Shaw, a former
tile
pi ament 1fore ll •1 wa s very innocent nine,it til- out (*noug h blankets , without necesually
Im P ■
;tch
*
m|. A t
formation alien it quote:, the letter moment 11) ri'i: t"! ' Of
Ger ma n int el jwhofi. af fair. It was not unti 1 the ease sary
sonal; and she Is likely to trade at a Golumbia University football player.
equipment ami1 wholly unpreof
Dr. W. ’I’. Hornaday in the Iv-x leetual :n ■t i \it v is in ( U ■r 111.i :i v ; i11 the
i \va s in'Ol Igill into court that tile '(il it i pane 1 for the territh struggle which
store or pass It by. depending on The equipment to begin with consist
York Tribune of Aug,list 11, Pile, con r emot e fi i: •! P■ it will !m in A.me riea
whether she does or does not like the ed only of a small supply of chocolate',
The (e T! n;i 11 1■in ip r; ml was ti ■ained fill' in; in rea lized that his du ty was to they unis■t face, is a situation that
taining
the statements made to him
people there who serve her. Fresh cigarette's and matches, which we're*
to
feel Ik; It in fix i vina his nati ve shore |mi nd 1ib( ov ■n b usi ness and study up send;i Mr Dale back into this country
by Ma.j. M. A. Bailey, who recounts
( 1 1 1 slo ra go-1 latteries and tin1ir car*
ness, flippancy, or indifference to her ^passed out to the men as they pa cod
with but one desire - to impress on
how be traveled with Count von Goet- he was t'ollo W<‘<1 bv flic proti '( ting i
wishes are discourtesies she can hard- the hut on their way up the line,
" T i n ■ man who burned his lights on Washington and Vermont, his home
I
hand
of
t
find
h
<1
"
atherland,
and
we
zen, on*' of Germany's military at
ly forgive. For shopping is serious
Later the cow shed was abandoned
a long tour will probably be able to state, the tremendous peril and res
taches, from Santiago, Cuba, immed the Kaisoi linns df .aying m a spoe< li
wkh her, not only because it is re- for a large habitable room with a
ime bis battery for two years or more. ponsibility that faces this Nation.
iately after the Spanish-American as earlv a' June u; 1S96:
creation, and possibly an adventure, splendid open fireplace. The associaThe man who yelled ‘Turn out xour
"Talk about a short war," said Mr.
War. On their way to America Count I “ The German Empire has become
bnt likewise because it calls for the tion headquarters in Paris largely
lights' had owned his car but two Dale. “ We shall be mighty lucky if we
a
world
empire.
Every
when1
in
dis
von Goetzen confided to Major Bailey
exercise of her best judgment in spend- augmented the supply of refreshments
months, and already the battery had get through this war in two years at
! twenty years in advance, the history tant quarters of the earth thousands
in* whatever money she has in her and provided magazines, writing paper j
of our countrymen are living. German seen its best days. Its plates were sul- such an expense, and with a loss of
of the beginning of this war, and guardians of the sea, German science,
possession.
and talking machine, which was on
fated aid buckled, water had not been men that will run into hundreds o f
Major Bailey's account runs:
German industry, are going across added 1 0 it in any of the time of use,
-You can never afford to be In a " actl' re service ' fr')in early morning
thousands.
the sea. It is my wish that, standing
and its temperature‘at the time of the
“ I wish I might say to every depart
Horry with the woman shopper.
If <■»«' la‘ « <“
E“ h e ,e " i n e : f2 K
l t S " l ) o »
in closest union, you help me to do
she has much to say, and she some- f o u p s of tired, wet American mftrn- |
Gemmn kdmfh?l
‘von my duty not only to my countrymen accident was over 110 degress. In a ment head in Washington: ‘Wake u p /
tines has, In the way of Irrelevant trymen and their French comrades j Ooetzen said to me: I will tell you in a narrower sense, hut also to the very, very short time he will he buy I wish I could take them with me to
information you must listen with in-arms flocked to the room for a bit j something which you had better make many thousands of countrymen in ing another battery.
Vimy Ridge where the guns do not
patience and symathy if you want to of entertainment. The barking of the a note of. I am1not afraid to tell you foreign lands. This means that I may
“ The first man burned his lights be crash or detonate, but just explode in
this because if you do speak of it, no be able to protect them if I must.”
hold her trade. Nor can you afford to 75s used by Americans, as the shells one would believe you and everybody
cause he was touring for long distan one continual roar.
Nearly twenty years after the ces, and not using his starter more
ho too familiar. I knew a retail gro- started out for the German lines, will laugh at you.
‘‘I did not go into the front line
Kaiser made this utterance we still than three or four times a day. With
“ ‘About fifteen years from now my
eer who had a valuable customer—a could be heard plainly within the hut.
trenches —I don’t think it is any place
find in the mind of the All-Highest out his lights burning, he would be
rich woman who traded with him regu Nearby were dugouts for shelter when country will start her great war. She1
for civilian— but I walked among the
will be in Paris in about two months the conviction that he can do what he putting an excessive charge into the
the
German
shells
came
too
close
for
larly. He was always friendly, polite,
stark, dead bodies of gallant English
after
the
commencement
of
hostilities.
pleases with America. Just before we battery, overheating it, and finally
and courteous, but one morning - he comfort.
men
and Canadians.
Her move on Paris will be but a step
Not many kilometres from this ad- to her real object—the crushing of threw in our lot with the rest of the breaking down the insulation. This
unthinkingly made a jocular remark,
"Why unburied? Because men are
harmless in Itself which offened her. vance hut was another that originally , England. Everything will move like world in this fight for democracy, our man kept a careful record of his bat- so precious and the German aviators
8ht never came back, desipte many was a French barracks. It was gladly clockwork We will be prepared and Ambassador in Berlin. Mr. James \V. terv’s work. He gave it distilled water so vigilant that even a burying party
woman turned over to the American associa- other« W1 1 not be prepared. I speak Gerard, had an interview with the Em every week in summer, after which he 1
attempted explanations, The
in the open is immediately marked and
in e woman
. of this because of the connection
peror of signieant import. In his book, wiped the outside withwater and a
tion. which served there both French whk.h it wlll havc ,vith V0U1.
shopper is very sensitive.
cut down by their quick firing guns.
"My Four Years in Germany," he thus little soda. His hydrometer syringe !
and American soldiers. It had a can- country.
"Yes, I wish I had some of those
"Most of all, perhaps, does she ap
teen, games, writing materials and j - s o m e months after we finish our describes the incident:
told hi:n its specific gravity at all easy chair Washington department
preciate square treatment and a deli
two coal fires which were kept sup-j work in Europe, we will take New
"The Emperor was standing:
so times, nnd he never did the foolish fellows at Vimy Ridge, men who* afcate flattery that may be expressed
plied by French soldiers.
i York and P'obably Washington, ami naturally I stood also: and according trick of testing it by snapping wi r e s
ter eight months of war, and not
-tfcveeslp'ttttfe acts of consideration
hold them for some time. We will put
The Y. M. C. A. secretaries did not your country in its place with r.efer- j to his habit, which is quite Roosevel- [and pli'rs across it to see if it was enough guns in France to equip our
Itian. lie stood very close to me. and
and courtesy.
confine their work to the huts, but ence to Germany. We do not purpose J talked very earnestly . . .He showed. ‘alive.’ His friends said he borrowed men. are still telling the newspapers
"On the other hand, it is undeniably went almost to the front trenches with to take any of your territory, but we ! however, great bitterness against the trouble by ‘fooling around’ and test
that every thing is all right."
true that there is nothing the average newspapers, magazines, tobacco and do intend to take a billion or more United States and repeatedly said, ing tin1 battery. Put his friends at the
,
..
dollars
from
New
York
and
other
'America had better loop out after
woman shopper appreciates so readily
otnei supptit.’.
j places. The Monroe Doctrine will lie this war.: and, J .-hall stand no non end of a year marveled at bis smoothas a bargain. Even more than a man
AROOSTOOK AGRICULTURAL
running car.
------------------------- |taken charge of by us, as we will then
sense from America after the war'
she will chase the delusion of getting
have
put
you
in
your
place,
and
we
I was so fearful in reporting the dan
"When you take a tour and drive all
EXTENSION WORK
Crusht
something for nothing. The merchant
will take charge of South America as gerous part of this interview, on ac day without stopping, to any extent,
HAVE
YOU SECURED YOUR SEED
far as we want to.’ ”
“ Are you a musician, Mr. Jones?"
count of the many spies not only in
who caters to the woman shopper will
and wish to make your battery do its WHEAT FOR THE COMING SEAmy
own
embassy,
but
also
in
the,
State
This project of an invasion of
wiakp bargain sales part of his policy.
Jones (dying to exhibit his powers)
best by you burn your lights in thejSON?
America
subsequent to a German Department, that 1 sent but. a very few
"A woman’s ideas of value are us
“ Well—er— yes; I think I might
”
! : in a roundabout way by courier daytime. It will be amusing to note
The demand is exceptionally heavy
victory in Europe was developed at direct to the President."
ually comparative. Her standard is claim to be one.”
the fictions of the passers-by. Some and the supply unusually limited, as
great length in 1901 by Baron von
the low price she paid for it on ce; and
We were not only to be conquered, of them will yell frantically ‘Turn out far as can be learned at the present
The Hostess—“ Delighted. My daugh- Edelsheim in his book “ Operations
she Is pretty certain to remember that
but, also to be turned out of our home. your lights!' Sometimes yon will heat- time.
tor is going to play. It would be so Upon the Sea,” and it should he reprice always.
The fate in store for those who did only the word ‘lights’ in a wild scream
County A gent Scribner has been en
kind
if you would turn over the music eollected that when he wrote it he not respond gracefully to Germaniza
"You can appeal to a woman shop
and the rest of the sentence will be deavoring to locate the parties having
was in the service of the German Gen-4
per, by consulting her convenience and for her.”
tion is told in Klaus Wagner’s “ Krieg." swallowed up in the dust and noise of the seed v heat for sale, and in so
eral Staff. He said, probably with
published in 1906;
their car Others will saucily turn on doing aid the farmer needing seed.
some foreknowdedge of German habits
their own lights for an instant as a Earlier in the season many of the lar
"By
the
right
of
war
the
right
of
in conquered countries:
strange races to migrate into Ger gentle reminder to you. But when a ger farmers had not thrashed conse"The fact that one or two of her manic settlements will be taken away.
provinces are occupied by invaders By right of war the non-Germanic driver passes you who keeps still and ' quently the exact amount of seed for
would not alone move the Americans population in America and Great Aus looks intelligent, you will know that sale could not be determined. Now
to sue for peace. To accomplish this tralia must be settled in Africa."
he has either studied the battery ques |that the thrashing season is practical
end, the invaders would have to In
tion properly, or else he firmly be ly over, every farmer should know
flict real material damage by injuring
lieves in minding his own business HIS OWN NEEDS as well as the
the whole country through the suc
Canny Andy
under
all circumstances.
amount of seed wheat he can sell his
cessful seizure of many of the Atlan
Andrew Carnegie was once asked
tic ports, in which the threads of the
neighbor.
“
Some
day
possibly
some
one
will
entire wealth of the nation meet. It which he considered to be the most invent a way of keeping down batteryIf every party having seed wheat for
should be so managed that a line of important factor in industry—labor,
temperature
on
long
tours,
but
as
yet
sale
will get In touch with his FIRST
land operations would be in close capital, or brains? The canny Scot
juncture with the fleet, through which replied with a merry twinkle in his the only remedy Is burning the lights SELECTMAN. GRANGE MASTER or
we would be in a position to seize in
in the daytime."
write direct to J. L. SCRIBNER, Pres
a short time many of these important eye, “ Which is the most important leg
que Isle, (for Northern Aroostook)
and rich cities, to interrupt their of a three-legged stool?"
and to J. H. PHILBRJCK, Houlton,
‘AMERICA LIVES
(for Southern Aroostook) much of the
BEYOND NEEDS' difficulty experienced last spring can
Returning to her home in Lynn be averted.
after 13 months as a nurse with the
ARE WE PLANNING ON INCREA 8
Harvard unit in the English base hos ING OUR GRAIN ACREAGE?
pital on the coast of France, Miss
DO WE ALL PRODUCE OUR OWN
Beatrice M. Bedard declares that the FLOUR?
r~%
people of this country know little or
EVERY POUND OF FLOUR PRO
nothing ol food* conservation in com DUCED IN THIS COUNTRY MEAN8
parison with the rations across the A POUND RELEASED FOR THE
‘C -l [
water.
ARMY AND NAVY.
From the time she reached Europe
REMEMBER THE ALLIES ARB
early in December, 1916, until she ar LOOKING FOR AND DEPENDING
rived at an American port Miss Bed ON AMERICAN FLOUR, CAN THIS
THAT T H E
H O LID A Y
ard had not seen a piece of white COUNTRY BE SELF SUPPORTING
R U S H IS O V E R — w e a r e
bread, the bread used on the con TO A GREATER DEGREE THAN WE
prepared to devote our time to
tinent being absolutely “ black.”
ARE TODAY?
"Economy? Why, people have no
the job department connected with our business,
conception of what economy means in
True in These Days
where two expert workman will give prompt atten
this country, she said. "Fasting and
In these days of the high cost of llvconservation? This country has not jng the following story is not without
tion to all kinds of repair work and engraving.
the remotest idea of the true mean a decided point:
Our fine stock of Jewelry was never more com
ing of the words. I say that from ex
The teacher of a primary class was
plete and the most fastidious buyers cau be suited
perience during the few hours I was trying to show the children the differ
in a New York hotel, in the buffet car ence between the natural and man
on my way to Boston and my few made wonders and was finding it hard.
Films and Plates Developed, Printing
hours spent in Boston stores.
"What,” she asked, “ do you think is
“ There is no half way methods about the most wonderful thing man ever
and Enlarging
food conservation in France and Eng made?”
land. Sugar cards, coal cards, bread
A little girl, whose parents were ob
cards, in fact cards for every commod viously harassed by the question of
Not how cheap but how good
ity are the only means of receiving ways and means, replied as solemnly
living necessities ‘over there.’ This is as the proverbial judge:
not a condition peculiar to the labor
“ A living for a family.”
ers or the peasants, but to every class.
When conservation is forced there is
C a r r y i n g I t T oo F a r
no
choice. However, the people do
"How do you like this futurist style
Who has served you for 25 years
not suffer.”
of painting?”
J E W E L E R and O P T O M E T R I S T
Underclothing, scarfs and durable
“ Don't like It. I see It has reached
M a r k e t Sq.
HOULTON
clothes for the men in the hospitals, the theater now. It was bad enough
--------------------- F l o r i s t --------------------- -besides the surgical dressings and ' when you didn’t know what the play
medical supplies, are needed in great was all about, but I call it the limit
C onservatories 16 H ig h St. H o u l t o n , M e .
quantities, according to Miss Bedard, when you don’t understand the scenand every article which is being sent ery.”
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Saturday
Jan. 12

#

Flowers for
January

Now

Roses, Violets,
C a rn a tio n s , S w e e t P e a s
and Narcissus

1 grow all of these but the Roses, so you are
sure of receiving the best. lean give you
more for your money than anyone else.

D. P e r r y

CHADWICK

HOULTON
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Ipresent and assisted in the service. from the middle of a lake. Anyone who
‘,n“ eqUiP*ie‘l w,t,1|ARMY RECRUITING STATION
I Verna Adams, youngest daughter of has ever done any canoeing knows
j I). F. Adams, was operated upon for that these boats are very skittish.
The shot seemed to galvanize the en- i
HOULTON, ME.
jappendicitis at the Aladigan Hospital Miss Ulrich refused to state how many tire allied flotilla into immediate act-j 1
Engineer Companies listed
on Saturday. Jan. r>. She is doing well times she capsized before it was final ion. Everywhere reports rang out and I !)<'lou a,e in need of qualified appliI
and her friends hope to see her home ly aceomplishe, and Colin Chase haul- flashes marked where the four-inch ^f’ants‘ ,Hlt applicants to lie accepted
mi aboard. Others in the cast are guns were blazing away at periscopes Ihave to hav® certain recommendations
many friends who so kindly gave them soon.
OAKFIELD
a post card shower last week.
At ‘ he
F. Society meeting on Sun- Howard Davit's. Jack Stark. William or conning towners. Overhead t h e ;t,OIn llie ofli<>es listed below:
Mr. William G. Leavitt went to Ban
Mrs. Imella Kbbett has been appoint-' day evening the following officers Winter Jefferson and others.
“spotting ’ hydro-aeroplaes descended j A. Qualified men whose applicagor on business. Monday.
ed Chairman of the Membership Com- |were elected for 1918: Lucy 1). MeCor; lower and lower, and from time to , H°ns f°>‘ enlistment are approved by
Mr. G. A. Hall of Houlton, was a mittee of the Red Cross Auxiliary of die, Pres.; Gladys Briggs, Vice Pres.;
|th(J Chief of Engineers, can be acceptbusiness caller in town Wednesday. this town, on account of the illness ot Ldna Lriggs, Recording Bee. and FRENCH CATCH FAMOUS U -5 3 j1imo rokia’se(1 bombs.
Captained
by
the
same
smiling,
j
1
h(*
allied
c
raft
had
scarcely
r
e
a
c
h - * 01
Engineers (Surveying
Several people enjoyed a social at (
Hettio Porter, the former (’hair- 1Treasurer; Jesse P. Tracy, Cor. Sec.
happy-go-lucky man who commanded 0,1 sec ure positions, forming a circle j ^ ^anKin£- ( amp Devens. Ayer, Alass.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Bishop ' man.
1Prayer-meeting Com. Mrs. Wilbur Rob
her
when she touched at Newport
a radius of at least two ^miles'
Engineers (Electrical and ATeon Wednesday night.
The marriage of Miss ('ora Merritt inson, Mrs. Roy Drake and Alta Tracy.
more
than
a
year
ago.
one
Hans
Rose1
.
I;°m
the*
c
entre',
when
tremendous
rei*
*
ian*<
al
I'oit Alyer, \ a.
C. S. Lougee. prop, of the Commer and Mr. Leslie Stillwell occurred at
The many friends of David Hone
cial House was at Bangor and Water- the Methodist parsonage, Rev. H. H. were sorry to learn of his death which the big German submarine l TT>J has P(,rts rang out and huge waterspouts j ;)6t.h Engineers (Searchlight Wash
been captured by a French destroyer r,,s0 in the centre. The bombs had ington Barracks, Washington, D. C.
ville on business this week.
Marr officiating. The bride and groom !occurred Friday, Jan. 4, after a lingerMiss Nellie Young, model teacher are very popular among a large circle ing illness. He leaves to mourn their and a couple of mine sweepers, and js idescended to various depths and were; 1* Qualified umn whose applicaat the training school at Fort Kent, of friends and have the good wishes loss a devoted wife, two brothers, John now patrolling waters in the* war zone. ! exploding below the surface with,^*ons tor enlistment are approved by
was the guest of Mrs. N. C. Martin, of all for a long and happy wedded and Robert, and a sister. Airs. Cassie As a result of the capture, an allied enough force to open the seams of any the Thief of Engineers, or by the of
fice of the Director General of Rail
Tuesday night.
(Gray of Houlton. Funeral services patrol fleet decoyed a flotilla of sub- ,snbmersible in the vicinity,
life.
ways. can be accepted for the 36th,
marines
to
a
rendezvous,
sank
four
Dr. E. B. Mower, Secy. Maine Bap
U. S. D e s tro y e r Escapes
The Hodgdon Red Cross Auxiliary i were held on Alonday from the home
Engineers
(Rwy. Transportation Staff)
and
captured
a
fifth.
tist Association, Waterville, Me., spent will serve supper at the Town Hall, Jof his brother, Robert E. Hone. Inter
Within two or three minutes the
(
’amp
Grant,
Rockford. III.
The
UT)3
after
leving
Newport,
sank
Sunday in town, conducting services Friday evening, Jan. 11th. A large at ment was made in Houlton.
first of the five German submarines
a
half
dozen
ships
off
Nantucket,
the1
38th
Engineers
(Trane Operation)
at the Baptist Church.
showed above the surface. Her seams
tendance is requested.
survivors being picked up by United opened by the explosions and leaking Fort Alver. Va.
The Oakfiold Clothing Co., have re There will not be a meeting of the
EAST HODGDON
States destroyers.
cently occupied new and up-to-date Red Cross on Thursday, as usual, as
( ’. Qualified men whose applica
badly, she had been ton ed to the top.
The
Ladies’
Aid met with Mrs Delquarters where they will be. pleased the shipment of yarn has not yet ar
V a lu a b le In f o r m a t io n
But her commander had dispatched a tions for enlistment are approved by
la Eagers, last Wednesday.
to show customers new and up-to-date rived.
Valuable information was found by torpedo as his periscope broke the sur the Thief of Engineers, or by the Of
Airs. Charlie AIcAtee who is at the
Mdse.
In face, and an American destroyer had ficer in Charge. General Engineer De
A number of young people were Aladigan Hospital is doing as well as the French in the captured lJ-f>3.
Mr. M. S. Wiley, travelling sales pleasantly entertained at the home of
fact, it was so important that an allied to turn almost in her own lea th to pot, can be accepted for the 402 to
man for the Dry Goods firm of Parker Mr. and Airs. Harry Wilson on Tues Jean be expect**;’,.
naval conference was held in the port escape the deadly missile.
441st. both inclusive; also 446th and
& Thornes Co., of Portland, was regis day evening at a party given in honor j Air. and Airs. Gordon Rouse of Honl- i to which she was towed. French, Brit
Six shots rang out at once and little, 447th Engineers. (Depot* National
tered at the Commercial House. Thurs of Miss Bernice Wilson who has been ton. were the Sunday guests of Mr. ish and American naval officers attend was left of the submarine. Several of ' ' nn>
and Airs, ( ’harles Eagers.
day night.
ed it. One of the results of what was her crew w$re picked up. Then, half
spending
her vacation with her
WAI T. HERMAN.
Air. Cecil Grant spent Saturday and
At the Martin Theatre. Saturday parents. Miss Wilson returns to her
found in the wireless room of the UT>3 a mile away, the second U-boat aleak
Sunday
in
Bridgewater
the
guest
rf
Corporal
General service Inf.
night, Jan. 12, the attraction will be school at Littleton this week.
j was the sinking a few days later of touched the surface A great detona
Air.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Harvey.
Recruiting Office at Post Offic e.
"The Iron Ring” the newest Worldfour submarines and capture of an tion rent her as she appeared in sight.
Next Sunday morning the pastor
Mrs.'Lizzie Parks and Airs. Benj.
Picture, Brady-Made, in which a star of the U. B. Church in Hodgdon will
other, as announced by Premier Lloyd She seemed to fly to pieces without
Houlton, M*
cast is seen— Arthur Ashley, Gerda begin a series of sermons on Satan. London of Houlton, were the guests of George.
the allied destroyers tiring a shot.
Holmes and Edward Langford. The The sub-subject will be, ‘‘His Origin, j Airs. Fred Barton, last Thursday.
They were sunk with the greatesi
The third submarine was spotted by OUR JITNEY OFFER—THIS AND 5c.
Air.
James
Haley
who
has
been
in
story concerns the rise to prosperity Pristine Glory and Office.” In the
I '< ’N' T .MISS THIS. C u t out this slip,
ease
by
a
flotilla
of
French.
British
a hydro aeroplane as she tried to make
Alberta, Canada, was visiting Air. and
evening the theme will be, "The Ten Airs. William Atherton two days last and American destroyers, which were off j ust |)eknv the surfa(,P Hying very cis-losc with live cents to Foley & To.,
L'U!.ri Sheffield \ve.. C’hicago. III., writing
Virgins.” These services will be at week.
gathered at a certain spot expressly ' iow. the airman dropped a
bomb 1 your n;um* and address clearly. You will
the Corner, and the hours are 11 A. M.
Air. N'ewberton Rhoda and Alias for that purpose. The allied patrol* directly on the U-boat. She sank like iv< eive in return a trial package eontainand 7.3(i p. M. local time. At 3.00 P. Alyrtle Nickerson of Houlton. were the summoned the German U-boats and a stone*, leaving a great sheet of oil on j ing Foley's H<»ney and Tar Compound,
I for coughs, colds and croup. Foley KidAT. there will be service in the church guests of Mr. and Mis. Drill Lawler, the submarines came* willingly.
the surface.
I ney Pills and Foley Cathartic* Tablets,
at the Mills. Subject : "The Tragedy of |s « n,iiiy
The wireless equipment of the„U-f>3
The fourth submarine* was captured f THU IIATHEW A V PIU G Co.
Neglect.” Mrs. W. B. Crowell will sing:
an{, Airs. John Henderson of was intac t when the submersible was
intact as she appeared on the surface
at this service.
Green Road, N. B.. were the guests of seized and the French boarding party with a white flag protruding from the
Mr. and Airs. Ernest Turney, recent descended into the* hold. The wave conning tower.
LETTER B
length used by the Germans in wire
ly. Mrs. Turney is quite* ill again.
But she, too, sank before even all
The Red Cross workers will meet
lessing land stations and sister sub
her crew had been taken off by two
with ADs. Frank Fitzpatric k on Thurs
marines was carefully noted. Then
LINNEUS
British patrol boats. The underwater
day.
the
wireless operator's log was ex
Mr. Fred Karnes was in llaynesvile
explosions had wrenched and twisted
Airs. C. L. Davidson has resumed Sunday.
amined.
the submarine until she was taking
her duties as teacher of the B. school
It gave ui) nearly all the sect Is water like a sieve. The commander
Aliss Lillian Deasy spent Sunday
after a vacation of two weeks.
which the* captain led tried to keep; opened the sealocks before climbing;
with Aliss Carrie Sawyer.
Walter Snell returned last week to
Air. and Airs. Rav Cordorov and son by destroying his papbrs. The log ex-j into the conning tower.
i
Arizona. after spending several weeks Karl are spt.nding the winter with ,\Irs. plained that the U-.■>:! was one* of a j
I
with his mothei, Mis. TI. C. Snell.
Cordorov's mother, Mrs. A. Kelso in double flotilla" of eighf submarines!
„„
U-Boat Succumbs
J
submarines
Several people of this town were in n odgtion
of Mr. and Mrs. Aleck Hulette, who,
and that she was practically flagship ! I’ he fifth submarine was sunk by
live in a suburb of New York. Mr. Houlton Sunday to attend the baptism ( Mr Fk.e t u | ) a s l ,,| lhi0<iKh of the* octet and the captain was com j Americ an and French gunfire as she j
[came to the surface because of leaks;
:mil mander of the* group.
and Mrs. Hulette have never been sep conducted by Evangelic Hubar al the low|1 AI„ 11,1.1}. ,vlIll his
i and tried to run for it. awash. She j
arated a night since their marriage Free Baptist Church.
large* sleds, enroute from Houlton to
Suggests Rendezvous
spurted clouds of smudge smoke to :
Airs. Harry Crawford of this town Haynes ville.
two years before the story opens, but
Further entries recorded the p r o - j ^ j ^
from the pursuing destroyers. 1
with Hulette’s advance toward suc passed away at the Aroostook Hos
Aliss Flora Adams went to Littleton liable sinking of two of the submarines. •| (
a
cess his business calls him out of town pital in Houlton on Alonday. Dec. 31., Sunday, where she is engaged in teach A study of the log book showed that j (|ire( tlv French hydro-airplane, flying
overhead her. signalled the
on frequent trips. His wife feels that after a short illness at the age of ing. boarding with Air. and Mrs. Jdhn the U-boat flotilla met at a rendezvous (
I
patrol
boats
which way to turn. Sever
thirty
years.
Mrs.
Crawford
was
a
she Is being neglected. She takes up
K. Henderson.
appointed by wireless every few days.
\
ed survivors were1 picked up, but the
with Mrs. Leonard, a not very desir member of the Methodise church of
The home of Charles Johnson caught
F
r
i
d
a
y
e
v
e
n
ing
"Let's
make
an
appointment
som**,
commander
went
down
with
his
boat,
able neighbor, and through the latter. Houlton. was well and favorably fire last Wednesday, during the ab
where for the rest of the ‘subs' and he
"teeia Juck Delamore, a man of the known and will be greatly missed, es- sence of the familv, but the neighbors
German officers and sailors picked
on hand ourselves to welcome them.”
January I I
up from thred of the submarines told
city who has a very unsavory repu- peeially in her home where she leaves (lisr0Vt,m] it in tinu, ami onlv sIight
suggested an American naval officer
to
mourn
for
her
a
husband
and
four
how they had received the fake mes
taiion. The breach between husband
bamage was done.
at 8 p . m .
at the conference.
sage for a rendezvous sent out by the
and wife widens until it seems that small children. The sympathy of the
The “Win Others" met with Mrs.
'Hie idea was followed and the U-63 French wireless operator on board the
nothing can ever bring them together community is extended to the stricken George' Adams last Wednesday after
again. Then something startling hap family. Funeral services were held non with nine members present and after running out to sea with her U-f>3. and that they had reported as
pens to Mrs. Leonard which has a from the residence of Mrs. Crawford's Airs. Harry Bither as visitor. Oyster I*re mb crew, flashed out a call for a jdirected. scenting no danger,
profound influence on the lives of Mr. mother. Airs. Daniel Ross of Houlton, stew was served by the hosies.*- assist meeting place the following day. Thft !
French operator flashed it in the pe- j
and Mrs. Hulette. This interesting on Tuesday, Rev. Air. Whiteside of ed by Miss Flora Adams.
culiar
German code which he had |
ficiating.
and entertaining story has been staged
found
in
the wireless room.
j
in a splendid manner. The direction
AT
THE
DREAM
Next
day.
a
couple
of
hours
before
I
makes It run swiftly and smoothly to
S p le n d id fo r C o u g h s
LUDLOW
A whimsical story dealing with fair the appointed time, there was a good [
a logical conclusion.
grippe, croup, bronchitis, sor^throat, sore
Airs. Will Clark was the guest of
ies, knights and elves will lie present deal of activity in the neighborhood |
lung*, neuralgia, lumbago, rheumatism,
Airs. J. E. Mersereau, Sunday.
ed
at the Dream on Wednesday, Jan. of the place selected. Several allied j sDtf and sort* muscles and join h. ^praius, etc: An old time family re
DYER BROOK
Extremely cold weather has been
ft. when Mae Alurray, the charming submarines were crising about.
Schools will begin Monday.
A j liietly, made from pure jrui us and oils. In 26c and ode bottles at drill*
the program for the past week.
Lasky-Paramount star, appears in number of destroyers of tho newest, | » u d general Btores. Other standard homo rem edies:
Red Ciotis will meet with Mrs. K.
Dr. Walker of Houlton, was In town
"Tho Primrose Ring.” This screen fleetest type scurried around in huge
H. Howard, Thursday.
Ballard’s Golden Headacbr tablets 26c, Ballard's Golden Liver and StomSunday, on professional business.
adaption was made by Alarian Fair curves. Overhead there floated half a
Mrs. D. W. McLaughlin was a cal
ach Pills 4fdc, Ballard’s Gold<in Salve 25c.
.
Friends of Miss Mary Mersereau
fax from Ruth Sawyer s clever story. dozen hydroplanes. Oft in the distance j
ler in Houlton, Saturday.
are glad to know that she is able to
William Desmond, the popular port were a couple of "tramp" steamers. •
Mrs. E. R. Smith Is visiting rela be out again.
rayer of Irish characters, will next be heavily laden, hound for Europe
tives and friends In Woodford, at this
I
Air. and Airs. A. Af. Smith entertain
seen at this theatre in the Triangle
w'riting.
Suddenly a gun barked. A tiny puff*
ed at dinner Sunday, Mr. and Airs
production "Time Locks and Dia- j of white smoke, which melted into
Mrs. J. M. White and Mrs. R. E. Clyde Thomas and son. Harry.
monds” a gripping drama of the pre thin air as quickly as steam, showed
Stevens were shoppers in Houlton re
Airs. Rachael Longstaff has gone, to
sent. "A Toy of Fate” one of the lat over a British submarine destroyer,
cently.
Millinocket to spend the winter with
Mrs. F. A. Drew Is visiting her her daughter. Airs. Spofford Atherton. est Triangle comedies, is also offered a boat of the latest, type, shaped like
on this program.
daughter, Airs. F. DeWitt at Sherman
Several from here attended the ser
The Lasky-Paramount offering for
for a few weeks.
HAD THE GRIP THREE W EE K S
vices at the Free Baptist Church in
The tool* rf the dav is income' tax, Houlton, Sunday, conducted by Kvane- Friday. Jan. 11, "The Silent Partner"
With .hominy comes lagrippe. Linger
&AK.E over the interior of your home at
is an appealing drama of loyalty and ing ( olds seem lo settle in the. system, i
the farmers are busy travelling to j
jjuk.u.
trifling cost.
W in ter is coming, chase
business, starring Blanche Sweet and enusing one to ache all over, feel fever- j
Houlton to investigate the matter tc
The many friends of Mrs. Willie
t ish and chilly, tired, heavy and drooping, f
|the
gloom
from
every
room w ith sensible,
Thomas
Meighaii.
find out who are the lucky or unlock Crane regret to learn that she is con
jAIrs Uizzie I .vies. Henderson. Ky.. writes: j
ly ones, take it as you like it.
Saturdays Variety program includes ''M> daughter had lagrippe tor three;
economical wall paper, for new w all paper lends
fined to ber home by a severe attack
the throe part Bison drama "Sctuaring!
1
il,M i-oieys Hcmo and;
Mr4. L. G. Bassett, Fitchburg, Mass., of La Grippe.
"Squaring j w,'''ks
"
charm
and cheer to the whole house. The living
Tar and now she is all right."
,
who has been the guest of Mrs. H. F.
Mr. and Alls. Weldon Gildred were, It" a story of the great West, a two
T llli llA T llL W A Y DlU'ti O *.
room, th a t dining room; m ake them smile again.
Lougee. left on Thursday night, she called to East Hodgdon Saturday by part L. Ko. comedy entitled “ Props, j ----------- ----------- .. ................... .......
will stop at Island Falls and visit her the illness
NOTICE
!
their daughter. Airs. Drops and Flops" and the lastest Ani-!
------- W A L L P A P E R W I L L D O I T ------mated Weekly.
! Speed on hand for sale.
daughter, l)r. G. A. Schneider’s wife Miles Smith.
’
.
,
.
,
,
.
,
!
These,
coItH
and
horses
are
right
•
for a few days.
The seventh
eventh episode of
ot the I*lght ; from
York sale, bred right !
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Regular Meeting

Houlton

Lodge o f
Elks

BALLARD’S
OOLDBN
OIL

WALL PAPER
M
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HODGDON

LITTLETON

| Mrs Owen Libhv of Easton, is stnvMiss Annie ( ’assidv is teaching at
jing with her mother, Mrs. J. L. Wilson
Fort Fairfield.
j for the winter.
Mrs. Folsom of Bar Harbor, is teach
Our mail carrier. Marvin Archibald
ing the Jones school.
.
.made both trips Friday and Saturday
The drive for membership in the .
, , _
,
, , „ *
,ii) spite <>1 tin* severe storm.
Red Cross has reached 191.
Mr. and Airs. Harland Sherman were j
( r()SS
wiiI meet
guests of relatives at Woodstock. N. ' ,u,xt Thursday at the home of Miles
B recently
j Libby, a good attendance is expected.
Mr. and Mrs. John Sowers are r e -!
regular meeting of Littleton
ceiving congratulations on the birth of Orange was not held on Saturday
evening owing to th** severity of th *
a daughter, Dec. 22.
Air. and Mrs. Joshua Pollard wish to weat her.
extend their sincere thanks to their
Rev, J. L. Wilson preached at th ■
»
.. . F. B. church Sunday evening. Rev. H
YOUR ELIXIR SAVED MY LIFE H. Cosman and Rev. L. AL Alillorwere
Words of a Maine Man

Lomu’*• Ulrich, win- ..ill be seen a I
the Dream on Tuesday Jan. 5.V in'tin*
Pallas-Paramount production of tip*
thrilling Indian story. "Her Own IVo
pie*." is a fairly good canoeist. One of
the scenes evolved ny i he scenario
writer was lor her to lift an apparent
ly drowning man into her frail canoe

j

Henry O. Hanley of 17 (boss Street, J
Belfast. Maine, writes us: ’’ I am feeling !
tots better and think your Ulixir ( Dr. |
True's Elixir) saved my life."
}
Dr. True's Elixir is a great medicine, '
a Family Laxative and Worm Expeller. j
It rones the stomach, moves the bowels 1
i»nd expels worms. Surprising it Is how j
many people have worms. Children suf- ;
fef agony from worms. Signs or wymp- j
toms of worms are: Deranged stomach. !
swollen upper lip. sour stomach, offensive !
breath, hard and full belly with occasion- j
al griplngs and pain about the naval, j
pale face of leaden tint, eyes heavy and (
dull, twitching eyelids, itching pf the j
nose. Itching of the rectum, short dry j
cough, grinding of the teeth, little red ‘
points sticking out ontongue, starting1
during sleep, Slow fever.
|
Get Dr. True’s Elixir from your dealer, j
The cost is small. It expels worms and j
restores health. No better Laxative made ’

for young or old.
Hons have used it. On
the maket
years.
«0e, «l. Write us.

ing Trail" starring William Duncan
and Carol Holloway, will he shown
Monday Jan. Ilia. Earle Williams and
Edith Story will appeu. in th** F a •* ;•
ite Film F e a t u r e "Tin* (’bains or" an
Oath" Clara Kimball Vnung. William
Shea and an all star V i l a graph *. m-t
offer "Belly in Pi" Lions Den."
Tic*
laicst liens reel is also shown on this
program.

Are Your Lungs Strong?
D o colds go down to your throat? A re your oronchial
tubes easily affected?. A bove all, d o colds settle on your
chest?
Then your lungs m ay not be as strong as you
expected— consumption often follows.

DEALER

WED., JAN. 9
THURS., JAN. 10
FRI., JAN. 1i
SAT., JAN. 12
MON., JAN. 14
TUES., JAN. 15

AUTOMOBI LES

M A E M URRAY IN “ T H E PR IM R O SE R IN G ”

■

***

W ILLIA M D ES M O N D IN “ T IM E LO C K S AN D D IA M O N D S ”
ALSO

T R IA N G L E

C O M E D Y

Blanche Sweet -T h o m a s M eibhan -T he Silent Partner
1 ASKV P A I* A Mi'TNT

PROPS,

7th

If-4l

PULLMAN

T heatre

DROPS

"A N IM A T E D

Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.

IN

“ SQUARING IT"

T h e imported Norweg ian cod liver oil used In Scott 'a EmuUion is no w retold In
our own American laboratories wh ic b guarantees it free from impurities*

Houlton, Maine

Main Street

D ream

.Good Physicians Everywhere Prescribe

for strengthening delicate throats and weak lungs while its glycerine
soothes the tender linings and alleviates the cough.
Start on S oott’ s Lm uM on t o d a y —It is Nature’s
|
building-food without drugs or alcohol.
.

FRANK S I N C O C K

and will In* sold right.
Fit for l’ uu or to race. Come in and j
look them over.
1
Horses and colts trained. Get your
fa.- 1 ones ready for the ice.
Terms
reasonable,
satisfaction
guaranteed. Located fit the "Radigau
Stable."
JOHN N. WILLARD
Houlton, Ale.
24 Military St.
Telephone 14-12.
butt'

E P IS O D h

and

...... .

'
FLOPS

W EEKLY"

Latest

OF

THE FIGHTING TRAIL

News

Reel

E a r l W i l l i a m s in " T h e C h a i n s o t a n O a t h ’ ’
C l a r a K i m b a l l Y o u n g in " B e t t y in t h e L i o n ' s D e n "

L E N O R E ULLRICH IN “ HER O W N P E O P L E ”
I’ M 1. \SS

I'A K \ M' >! \ r .’ ’ ! 11*! ! c' T 11>N

HOULTON

TIMES,

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 9, 1918

Mrs. T
;• Ibovett. and Miss Fern i
POMONA GRANGE MEETING
SEVENTY YEARS OLD
Smith of Caribou, spent the week end!
The ministers association has clos
Th-> next meeting of th<■ Aroostook
A
\
ith
the issue of last week, the
with 1 !; lives in town.
1
.•! i'■ :io!> o-ot Fn'o’i P< m ma Grange Caleton I’ontinel completed the 70th
ed a most -ueeessfu] year of pleasant
will be at Houlton. Jan. 16.
and interesting work and at the meet
year, as the leading paper of Carleton
MEDUXNEKEAG CLUB
Dr. Leon S. Merrill of Orono, Feder County.
ing on Monday elected the following
At the annual meeting of the Mo- al Food Administrator for Maim* is
officers:
Owned by Hon. F. B. Carvel, who
Mrs. H. E. Ring of Auburn, has
Friends of Mrs. Ora Smart will be President
j spends most of his time in Ottawa
A. M. Thompson duxnekeag Club held last Tuesday expected to be present and speak.
be«n the guest of her parents, Mr. and glad to learn that she has sufficiently Vice Pres.
Thos. McDonald evening, Jan. 1, the following officers
and other places, the paper is succes
Mrs. John Cosseboom.
recovered so as to leave the hospital Sec. and Treas.
H C. Speed wer(> elected for the ensuing year:
sfully conducted by S. L. Lynott, who
H.
H.
S.
E
N
T
E
R
T
A
I
N
M
E
N
T
Mr. G. Putnam Wakem of New York, for her home, together with hei voung
President. S. L. White; Vice Presi
looks after all the details of this well
COURSE
OBLIGED
TO
CHANGE
dents, F. A. (lellerson. Geo. A. Hall,
spent a few days in town the first of son.
knew-n paper, which we trust will con
RED CROSS SPEAKER
the week with his sisters.
Houlton friends will be grieved to
PROGRAM
L. A. Pierce; Sec. and Treas.. W. P.
tinue for many years.
Miss Helen H. Snow of Poston will
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Moir. Lincoln learn of the death of Mrs. Augusta
The management of the H. H. S.
('lark.
-v
be
in
Houlton
Friday,
Jan.
11,
as
a
St., are receiving congratulations on Chadwick which occurred early TuesExecutive Com: F. W. Mitchell, G. entertainment course have been noti
the birth of a daughter which arrived day morning at her home on Park St., representative from the New England It. Ervin. J. M. Pierce. Jason Hassell. fied by the bureau that supplies tin1
FAREWELL RECEPTION
last week.
"
after an illness of several months, a Division headquarters of the Red W. H. McGary, Geo. A. Hall Jr.. W. talent hat The Alusieal Guardsmen,
The
members of the Houlton Min
Miss Athlyn Oliver of Waltham, more extended notice will be given in Cross.
Fullerton.
the attraction scheduled to appear here isterial Association, and their wive,,
A meeting has been called at Wat
Mass., an experienced stenograper our next week’s issue,
Hous e Com: G. R.
Ervin. Geo. A. will he unable to fill their engagement met at the Presbyterian Manse on Fri
son
Hall at 2.JO P. M. Friday in the Hall Jr.. W . H. McGarv.
on account of the draft.
has accepted a position in the office of
The extremely cold weather which
day evening, last, to tender to Rev
interest of Home Service work.
In their place the Adams Company, and Airs. Clifford T. Clark their fare
Harry M. Briggs.
extended all over the United States
Delegates will be present from Cari
a trio of instrumental and vocal ar well reception.
Rev. Clifford T. Clark, who has been since Christinas changed on Saturday
BASKET BALL
bou, Fort Fairfield, Presque Isle, Fort
pastor of the F. B. Church for the since which time the thermometer has
] The Aroostook "all stars” were too tists together with a reader, has been
During the evening a letter of a p 
Kent and Van Buren.
past four years, has resigned to ac- been around the freezing point, much
'fast for the Houlton High School ag secured.
preciation to Air Clark was read by
Remember the date. Thursday, Jan.
cept a pastorate in New Brunswick, to the relief of everyone, as well as
gregation in a game played here at
the President of the Association, to
HOULTON MUSIC CLUB
The many friends of Gladys Rus- j the coal bin and wood pile,
i the H. H. S. gymnasium on Friday 10. and come prepared to enjoy a which Air. Clark responded graciously
The next meeting of the Houlton levelling, although the youngsters put musical treat that is very highly com
sell will be glad to know she is back ( Among a class of young ladies who
and thanked the members for their
Music
Flub has been postponed from j up a stiff tight.
mended. also remember that your
in St. Mary’s Hospital training, after (were given the White Veil entering
courtesy, and for the warm feeling
being in quarantine three months with upon their novitiate in the order of Jan. 10 to Jan. 17. on account of one j The game was witnessed by a large ticket for the Alusieal Guardsmen will which has always existed between
Diphtheria.
Ithe Sister of Mercy, at St. Joseph's of the series of High School enter Inumber of sport lovers, who hope to be good for this (‘veiling.
them.
tainments on the previous date.
|
see
these
teams
meet
again.
Many travelling men made "Sate |™nvent. Portland. last week, was Miss
The Club will be entertained at the
The summary:
DISSOLUTION
harbor” in Houlton on Thursday night. Alice McNally of this town, who takes home of Mrs. S. A. Fairbanks, Hey
RED CROSS NOTES
ALL STARS 38 HOl'LTOX HIGH 24
As will be seen by an official notice
arriving on the B. & A. train which j the name in religion of Sister Mary
At the present time the demand for
wood St. A very interesting program Farlev If a (2)
if
Harrigan
•
’
>
(St
in another column, the well known In
was 5 hours delayed, on account of; Ursula.
on St. Saen's life and works has been j Lowrey rf G (2
If Wilson J surance firm of Donnell and Peabody helmets tar exceeds the supply. If
the cold and storm.
The many friends of Mr. and Airs.
arranged by the chairman. Airs. Thad.
c Smith have dissolved partnership, and the during the next two weeks y-ou can
Placards were distributed last week j J°hn S. Weiler who with thei.* family Grant. The Club will be assisted by iTitcomb e 4
rh Burns business will be conducted in in the divert some of vour knitting from
announcing the coming engagement,are now
California, will be interest- Mr. Emmons Robinson, violin and cor (Hubble rg
sweaters to helmets the result w-ill bclb Aldntvre future bv F. A. Peabody.
|Deasv lg
of Tinkers celebrated novely orches- j ed to know that he has purchased a net and Air. John Br>son. clarinet.
benefieial.
' Roux lb
Air. Donnell who retires has been
tra which appears at the Heywood j valuable estate in Los Angeles, on
Word has been received from Wash
connected with the Insurance busi
Theatre, Friday, Jan. 1 1 .
j which is a large modern house, surington
that it is no longer necessary
CHURCH
NOTICES
ness for many years, starting in it. as
: rounded with orange, lemon, and
HOULTON TRUST CO.
Phil R. Huasey who is manager of
tor
Chapters
to make trench caps a,
T h e F ir s t B a p tist C h u rch , C o u rt St.
.grape fruit groves.
The annual meeting of the Houlton his first business with the late Leonthe P. and Q. Lumber Co., one of- the
the
War
Department
is including a
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
Trust ('o., was held at its banking ! arc! Pierce, and at Air. Pierce's death,
largest lumbering concerns in Canada, f The Houlton Woman's Club will hold
knitted
trench
cap
in
each man',
10.20 morning worship and sermon. roomon Wednesday last, and the j continuing the business until be onhas been in town visiting friends, a Rummage sale at the Town Hall,
equipment.
Trench
caps
which are
12.On Bible School with ' lasses for f ol l owi ng officers \ >re elected:
; tered the partnership with Air Peadown stairs next to the Engine House,
made during his residence here.
already
made
should,
however,
he ac
men and women,
Ora Gilpatrick Jbody in 1900.
President
cepted
by
Chapters.
Doris Keane, the American actress, (where the 8th grade was formerly
7.00, sermon topic, "Thou Shalt Not Vice Pres.
J. K. Plummer j Air. Peabody is too well known to
who has spent a number of summers held) on Water street, all next Satur Covet.” 8.00. Aftermeeting.
"The latest reports available indi
Samuel Lane , need further comment by the TIA1ES,
Secty.
in Houlton, was married in London, day. The goods to be sold will be
cate
that the Christmas Drive for ten.
Friday
evening
the
choir
will
meet
Wilford Fullerton |but the same good business judgeTreas.
Thursday, to Basil Sydney, an Eng- men’s clothing, shoos and women’s pt the home of Raymond Cummings.
million
new members for the Ameri
H.
H.
Dyer
ment
that
he
has
used
in
the
different
Asst. Treas.
lish actor. They had been appearing heavy coats.
can
Red
Cross has resulted in the a d 
Franklin St., for rehearsal.
Ora
GilpatriekJ
lines
in
which
he
has
been
engaged
! Executive Loan
together in London fti ‘‘Romance ’’
Houlton Grange will hold a regular
dition
of
fully sixteen million names
amuel
Lane.
Geo.
!
will
continue
in
the
Insurance
busi
!jas. K. Plummer,
to its rolls. This number added to the
B. B. McIntyre and T. C. S. Berry meeting. Saturday, Jan. 12 th, at 10 A.
ness.
which
means
success.
C h u rch of the Good Shepherd
j A. Gorham, Jas. Archibald,
more than six million members be
left here Monday for Augusta, to atA* the morning session the first
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Priest in | Trustees: James K. Plummer. Ora
fore the Christmas Campaign make;)
tend the hearing before the Public and second degrees will be conferred
jdilpatrick, Samuel Lane, Harrison O. FORMER HOULTON
charge.
the total present enrollment
fully
Utilities Com., on the sale of the At the afternoon session the officers Holy Communion
8 a. m. Hussey, George A. Gorham, Geo. S.
twenty-two
million.
This
is
a
magei*
Merritt lighting plant to the Houlton for 1918 wil1 be installed by Brother Morning Prayer, Holy Communion
MAN
PROMOTED
Gentle, Edwin L. Vail, Elmer E. MilliWater Co.
L.
Tuttle, of Caribou, Me. Ladies
Walter E. Elder, who for many ficent fact, an expression not alone of
and Sermon
10.JO ken, Delmont Emerson, James Archi
j
years
was connected with the B. & A. the patriotism, but of the fine sym 
Ml*. Paul has asked the TIMES to be sure t0 bring baskets for dinner
Sunday School after Alorning Services bald, Beecher Putnam, Frank A. Pea
say that her son John who was sent
Evening Prayer and Sermon 7 p. m. body Simeon L. White, Irving E. Sea- j R. R. with headquarters at Houlton, pathy and idealism of the whole Am er
i where he had charge of the locomotive ican people. The Red Cross War Coun
to the State School for boys last
vey, ('has H. Fogg.
Mc MON!GLE-CAREY
j
power, and who is now located at Rut- cil congratulates and welcomes every
week, was accused of receiving stolen
Methodist Episcopal Church
A quiet wedding was solemnized at
jland,
Vt., has just been appointed new member of the American Red
money, and not for breaking and en
St. Mary’s Catholic Church, Wednes
Rev. Thomas Whiteside, minister.
JAMES
G.
SWAIM
'
Road
Master
of the Rutland R. R., Cross; likewise it congratulates the
tering, as stated.
Morning worship at 10.30 A. AI. with
day morning, last week, when Miss
James G. Swaim, a well known resi |having jurisdiction over the entire officers and old members of the organMrs. E. G. Johnson arrived in town
Mary Carey of this town, formerly of sermon and special music.
dent of this town, died Friday at the system, which is good news to his ixation who have given unstintedly o f
last week to remain with her parents,
The Sunday School at noon is fully home of his daughter, Mrs. A. D. Vir many friends.
Canterbury, N. B., was united in mar
their time and effort to make this
Mr, and Mrs. Bart Donovan, while her
riage to Mr. Thos. A. McMonigle, a graded and includes Bible classes for gie, 194 Elm street. Bangor. He went
membership
campaign a success. But
Air.
Elder
is
a
natural
railroad
man,
husband, Lieut. Johnson of the Quar
prominent farmer of this town, by Rev. 'men and women.
to Bangor for a Thanksgiving visit and his father being a well known con the wonderful achievement of enroll
termaster's Dept., N. A. is in the ser
Junior League at 3.00 P. AI. and the was taken ill.
P. M. Silk.
ductor who is now running between ing one-fifth of the entire population
vice of Uncle Sam.
Epworth
League meeting at 6.10
Besides Airs. Virgie he leaves five Old Town and South Lagrange, and of the United States as members o f
The couple was attended by Miss
Mrs. Ray Gary and daughter Inez,
daughters and one son, Beecher Swaim was not only a very efficient man dur the American Red Cross is less a.
Annie King and Mr. James Abernethy. o'clock.
o f Caribou, Mrs. DuPont of Marlboro,
Evening worship at 7.00 including a and Airs. Ray Gary of Caribou, Airs. ing his connection with the B. & A. triumph than a call to greater ser
After a short wedding trip to St.
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Virgie and
sermon and inspiring praise service. Olin Buzzell of Houlton, Airs. Leander but exceedingly well liked by his fel vice. The Red Cross is not merely a
John,
they returned to Houlton on
daughter Doris, of Bangor, Mr. and
Prayer meeting at 7.20 Tuesday B^nn of Bangor, Airs. Fred Dupont low workers.
humanitarian organization separate
Mrs. H. W. Brayton of Fort Kent, Mrs. Saturday, and are receiving felecitaBy strict attention to. and interest and distinct from others but it is the
who lives in Alassachusetts and Mrs.
evening.
tions
from
their
many
friends.
Clark of Hartland, N. B., and Mr. and
Choir rehearsal at 7.00 Friday even Herbert Drayton of Fort Kent. He in his work, he has received a much mobilized heart and spirit of the whole
Mrs. Beecher Swalm of Caribou, were
ing. Prof. J. H. Lindsay, organist and is also survived by three sisters. Airs. deserved honor and promotion, carry American people. The American Red.
in town Saturday and Sunday to at
STEPHEN
MCDONALD
choir master. Air. Clayton Y. Chandler. Alexanded Ross of Houlton. Airs. Har ing out tne well known fact that any Cross is carrying a message of love
tend the funeral of the late James
riet Chirk of Bangor and Airs. Edward man working for the interests of his and sympathy to American soldiers
Stephen McDonald, a well known Soloist.
» w» ph. — 1
— .................
employer-: is sooner or later to be re and sailors and to the troops and civ
Clark of New Brunswick.
resident of Houlton, passed away on
The remains were* brought to Houl cognized as an important factor in the ilian population of our Allies in all
Saturday last, at the age of 73, after
EXTENSION SCHOOL
parts of the world. It is seeking to a!
ton Saturday, the fun oral faking place carrying on of the work.
BUY A THRIFT STAM Pj an illness of some duration.
An Extension School in Dairy Feed
leviate the suffering incident to the
on
Sundav
from
the
A
I.
E.
Church,
a
The
TIAIES
joins
in
extending
con
Mr. McDonald was born in ('ape ing will be held at Houlton Grange
I
BUY A W AR-SAVINGS CERTI
gratulations
to
Mr.
Elder,
who
cannot
war.
It is seeking to shorten the war
largonumber
of
friends
being
in
at
j
Breton and has made Houlton his home Hall, January 2S 29 3u, lfils.
FICATE
tendance Interment
was made in i help being a suc c ess in hi-r new posi and it is seeking to lay a foundatior
for many years, where he was highlyThis sc hool is one1 of tlie* six whic h Evergreen Cemetery.
for a more enduring pea-e when the
tion.
regarded and had many friends.
O F C O U R S E !will be held in Aroostook Countv. durwar is over. As we stand on the threa
He leaves to mourn their loss a wife ing January and February, under the*
hold of a New Year in this hour of
i HOULTON AGRICULTURAL
BUT
HOW IS THE TRAIN?
and two danghters, Airs. William Fow- (ii m .tion of th(, r ounty agents. J. H
world tragedy, there can be but one.
SOCIETY
SAVE A NICKEL FOR A
ler and Miss Bessie.
The management of the B. A- A.
Philbrick, Houlton, and T. L. Scribner
thought in the minds of the twentyAt
a
meeting
of
the
stockholders
of
Interment was in Evergreen ceine- Presque Isle, who will lie assisted by offices in Houlton have always been
h F . A . CIGAR
two million members of the American
tary and Requiem High Mass was sol specialists on the subjects taken up most courteous in answering inquiries the Houlton Agricultural Society the Red Cross, and that is to serve and
THAT’S THRIFT AND
about the trains, and are still willing I r(“P(>1't ot the Treasurer and Auditor
emnized on Tuesday morning, Rev. at the schools.
sacrifice as never before.”
to do all they can. as far as it does wore rf>ad
COMFORT COMBINED
Fr. Silke officiating.
There will be two sessions each day,
The report of the Treasurer was re
not interfere with the public safety.
with a basket lunch served at noon.
AN APPRECIATION
Information can always be obtained markably- gratifying, showing a bal
Each session will include one or more
by calling the B. & A. ticket office ance on hand, and a substantial re To Rev. Clifford T. Clark
(lectures on important dairy topics,
Houlton, Me.
225M at anytime, but in many cases duction in the indebtedness of the
followed by a general discussion.
Dear Bro. Clark.
the Train Dispatchers' office is called, Assn.
(Much time will also be devoted to
The following directors were elect
which sometimes makes it trouble
We, the members of the Ministerial
laboratory work such as, balancing
some for men in the office during the ed :
Association of Houlton, Me., have
rations, figuring the comparative value
Andrew J. Saunders, Olin B. Buz
day or from S A. AI. until 6 P. M.
3 lbs. Genuine Mocha and Java Coffee for $ 1 . 0 0
learned with sincere and deep regret
of feeds, value of weighage, and the
zell,
Albert E. Mooers, Lee W. Ervin.
If
the
Train
Dispatchers
office
is
of
the resignation of your pastorate,
value »nd care of manure.
3 lbs. G enuine Maleberry Coffee for
called between 6 P. AI and S A AI. in George B. Dunn, Nathaniel Tompkins, and of your purposed withdrawal from
These sessions are free to all per
3 lbs. H ig h Grade Blended Coffee for
regard to trains No. 7 or X, the only- John Ik Madigan, John R Weed, Geo. our midst.
sons interested in dairying, both men
man in that office at that time' is the H. Benn, Fred ('ox, Ik I). Tingley, L.
4 ]/2 lb. Pan American Coffee for
In your departure we wish to assure
and women, the aim of the school
S. Purington. W. F. Buzzell. A. A.
Dispatcher himself, and he is there
you
of our appreciation of your fellowbeing to help the farmer in any wavStewart, E. B. Leighton.
These Coffees are all high grade and true to name.
Nothing
for the express purpose of looking af
shipship
in the Association during the
possible along dairy lines.
At a me eting of the directors fol
ter trains, and if he is doing this, he
---------------------- cheap about them only the price —
time
you
have been among us.
Yog
Come and make this school yours, cannot do his work properly if he* has lowing, the officers of last year were
have
shared
heartily
in
its
interest
in
find out \vhat your neighbors are doing *0 answer the telephone and eonse- re-elected :
the work of the kingdom in the com 
Nathaniel
Tompkins
President
in dairying, and think out some of the quently the management would reVice President munity. You have been ready always
George B. Dunn
every- day- problems
quest the public when desiring to find
to answer its call, and to assure your
Andrew J. Saunders
Secretary
out about the* trains, to call 225M and
share
of its responsibility. We have
I\. Stetson
Asst. Secretary
j SPEAKS BRIEFLY TO FRIENDS to call the dispatcher’s office only Albert
enjoyed
your fellowship, and have a p 
Roberi M. Lawlis
Treasurer and
preciated
your counsel.
At the close of the regular service when necessary but not to call them
Clerk
(Sunday evening, at the Court street between 6 P. M. and 8 A. M.
We also wish to bear testimony to
Baptist Church. The pastor, Rev.
your particular work with your own
LEFT WITHOUT A HOME
Henry C. Speed informed his hearers SELECTMEN’S REPORT TO
church. You- have commended your
Two
little girls aged three and sev self to us as a faithful minister of
that Rev. Clifford T. Clark had just
JANUARY
1ST.
1918
en, were left on the front door step
entered the auditorium and would
Jesus Christ, seeking after and help
We are this year classifying the of Mr. and Mrs. Olin B. Smart’s home
■speak for a few minutes.
ing your people to attain to the high
different expenditures of the Town on Leonard street on Thursday night
ideals of the Christian life and service.
j Mr. Clark in his opening remarks
under twelve general distinct head about 6.30 o’clock, with the thermom
You have been diligent and faithful in
said, “ this church, the church of my 1ings or accounts, in conformity with
eter registering 10 below and the wind
your ministry, and your example has
|wife, I feel is a fitting place to speak the progressive cities and towns of
One Great Musical Event qf the
blowing.
been an inspiration, not only to yonr
to my friends.” Although fatigued by the State and with the endorsement of
The inmates of the Smart home
—------------------ S e a s o n —
own people but to us, your fellow ser
travel and the strenuous work of pre
the Auditor and Budget Committee. were attracted by the crying of the
vants.
paring his household goods for re
It is our purpose and intention to chilren who were taken in but are now
moval, he said he felt that he could
And you have always had a lively
. ,
inform the public each month as to being cared for at the County jail.
not leave the scenes of a most pleas-1 the amolmt expended under the twci , e
interest
in any and every phase of
Houlton, M a in e ---------------------The following note was pinned to
community life, holding yourself in
*** our )-eara pastorate
without ac00un,_s These general accounts ern- the coat of one of the children;
publicly expressing his apprecis"
brace, in some instances, several sub‘ Get these children boarded at the readiness to serve its needs, and to
divisions.
town’s expense. I am penniless tonight promote its welfare, through its homes,
its institutions, its business and the
$2,433.90 with no place to take them. Keep
General Government
here.
administration
of its affairs.
Protection of Persons and Property them until you get a place for them.
His beautiful tribute to his
As
you
leave
us, rest assured that
Their
father
deserted
them
and
me.
12,956.55
The Great Tenor
713.94 Do not try (o find out who they belong you carry with you into your new
Health and Sanitation
he also spoke of his appreciation
2.466.58 to. I love my babies but cannot keep field of labor, our unqualified respect
1Light
the co-operation afforded him by the i Water
and confidence, and our sincere hope
3,925.00 them.”
local papers in all church work, and
The Brilliant Soprano
Mrs. Smart gave them a good supper that you and yours may be abundant
20,125.02
( Highways and Bridges
by his hosts of friends, both of his
and
then took them to Sheriff Dunn ly happy and prosperous in your work,
; Charity and Soldiers Aid
5,747.49
own congregation and those who were
36.991.06 where they were given a warm hath as you do it in the Master’s name. We
! Education
members of other churches, and said
will earnestly pray that you may find
1,000.(10 and good bed.
Library
The Famous Russian Violinist
that he felt that his work here had
The agent for the society for home a sympathetic* people who will co-oper
5,454.07
Interest
not been in vain for surely true friends
4,815.35 less children has taken the matter up ate with you in your purpose to build
Liabilities
count for much in this world.
William i\. (Jhapman
7,926.77 and already a clue to the woman who up life's true interests, and may God’s
Unclassified
Mr. Clark, at the close of his releft the children has been obtained. blessing rest upon you and yours ia
At the Piano
1marks, met nearly everybody present
$104,555.73 iA woman from a neighboring town had richest measure
Total
, who grasped his hand and wished him
T. P. WILLIAMS
$1,683.27 of this amount is on ac- inquired of Mrs. Burden about secur
God-speed and good luck for the count of 1916 unpaid accounts.
ing a home for two children, saying
A. M. THOMPSON
future.
that if she did not have the children
THOMAS WHITESIDE
FRANK A. PEABODY,
that she could get work, and it is ex
HENRY C. SPEED
HOWARD WEBB,
Mr. Clark and his family left this
THOS. MACDONALD
pected that evidence will be procured
Wednesday for their new home in
ROBERT M. LAWLIS,
Houlton, Me., Jan. 4, 1918.
that will locate the mother.
Southhampton, N. B.
Selectmen of Houlton.
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Tuesday evening. Jan. 15th, 1918
Vernon Stiles
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.Mrs. T .1: • Ibovett. and Miss Fern
POMONA GRANGE MEETING
SEVENTY YEARS OLD
Smith of Caribou, spent the week end
The ministers i.ssoeiation has clos
Tim
next
meeting
of
tlm
Aroostook'
With
the issue of last week, the
with i hoivos in town.
ed ;i most Mirresst'ul year of nlmssan*
' ' 1
1 ncn IVm mi (.range Caleton Sentinel completed the 70th
and interesting work and at the meet
will he at Houlton. Jan. 10.
year, as the leading paper of Carleton
MEDUXNEKEAG CLUB
ing on Monday elected the following
Dr. Leon S. .Merrill of Orono, Fedor- County,
At the annual meeting of the Me- al Food Administrator for Maine is ! Owned by Hon. F.
officers:
B. Carvel, who
Mrs. H. E. Ring of Auburn, has
Friends of Mrs. Ora Smart will be President
A. M. Thompson duxnekeag Club held last Tuesday expected to be present and speak.
spends
most
of
his
time
in Ottawa
been the guest of her parents, Mr. and glad to learn that she has sufficiently Vice Pres.
Thos. McDonald evening, Jan. 1, the following officers
ami
other
places,
the
paper
is succes
Mrs. John Cosseboom.
recovered so as to leave the hospital
II (’ Speed ’ were elected for the ensuing year:
Sec. and Treas.
sfully conducted by S. L. Lynott, who
H.
H.
S.
E
N
T
E
R
T
A
I
N
M
E
N
T
Mr. G. Putnam Wakem of New York, for her home, together with her young
______
; President. S. L. White; Vice Presilooks after all the details of this well
spent a few days in town the first of son.
dents, F. A. Oellerson. Geo. A. Hall, COURSE OBLIGED TO CHANGE
known paper, which we trust will con
RED
CROSS
SPEAKER
the week with his sisters.
Houlton friends will be grieved to
L. A. Pierce; Sec. and Treas.. W. B. '
PROGRAM
tinue for many years.
Miss Helen H. Snow of Boston will
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Moir. Lincoln learn of the death of Mrs. Augusta
Clark.
j Tim management of the H. H. S.
be
in
Houlton
Friday,
Jan.
11,
as
a
St., are receiving congratulations on Chadwick which occurred early TuesExecutive1 Com: E. W. Mitchell, G. ' entertainment course have1 been noti
the birth of a daughter which arrived day morning at her home on Park St., representative from the > ew England lt. Ervin. J. M. Pierce. Jason Hassell. ’ tied by the1 bureau that supplies the1
FAREWELL RECEPTION
laat week.
'
after an illness of several months, a Division headquarters o: the Rod W. H. MeGary, Ceo, A. Hall Jr.. W. j talent that The Musical Guardsmen,
The members of the Houlton Min
Cross.
Miss Athlyn Oliver of Waltham, more extended notice will be given in
Fullerton.
the attraction scheduled to appear here isterial Association, and their wive-,
A meeting has been called at Wat
Mass., an experienced stenograper our next week’s issue,
House1 Com: (1. R. Ervin. Geo. A. 1will be' unable1 to till their emgagement met at the Presbyterian Manse on Fri
has accepted a position in the office of
extremely cold weather which son Hall at 2.30 P. M. Friday in the Hall Ji.. W. H. .MeGary.
on account of the draft.
day evening, last, to tender to Re\
interest of Home Service work.
In their place1 the1 Adams Company, and Mrs. Clifford T. Clark their fare
Harry M. Briggs.
extended all over the United States
Delegates will be present from Cari
a trio of instrumental and vocal ar well reception.
Rev. Clifford T. Clark, who has been since Christmas changed on Saturday
BASKET BALL
bou, Fort Fairfield, Presque Isle, Fort
tists together with a reader, has been
pastor of the F. B. Church for the since which time the thermometer has
The
Aroostook
“all
stars”
wore
too
During the evening a letter of a p 
Kent and Van Buren.
past four years, has resigned to ac- ! been around the freezing point, much
fast for the Houlton High School ag secured.
preciation to Mr. Clark was read bv
Remember the date1, Thursday, Jan.
cept a pastorate in New Brunswick, to the relief of everyone, as well as
gregation in a game played here at
the President of the Association, to
HOULTON
MUSIC
CLUB
If*,
and come1 prepared to enjoy a
the H. H. S. gymnasium on Friday
The many friends of Gladys R u s-I1*16 ooal ,)in aI1(l wood
which .Mr. Clark responded graciously
The next meeting of the Houlton |evening, although the- youngsters ,mt musical tre*at that is very highly comsell will be glad to know she is back j Among a class of young ladies who
i
and thanked the members for their
mended, also remember that your
in St. Mary's Hospital training, after were given the White Veil entering Music Club has been postponed trom j up a stiff tight.
courtesy, ami for the warm feelint
being In quarantine three months with upon their novitiate in the order of Jan. 10 to Jan. 17, on account of one ; The game1 was witnessed by a large1 ticked for the1 Musical Guardsmen will which has always existed between
Diphtheria.
Ithe Sister of Mercy, at St. Joseph's of the series of High School enter- ! number of sport lovers, who hope to be good for this evening.
them.
tainments on the previous date.
Isea- these1 teams meed again.
Many travelling men made “ Safe j convent, Pot tland. last week, was Miss
The Club will be entertained at the 1 The1 summary.
harbor” in Houlton on Thursday night, j A^ce McNally of this town, who takes
DISSOLUTION
RED CROSS NOTES
home of Mrs. S. A. Fairbanks, Hey ALL STARS MS HOULTON HIGH 24
As will be1 seen by an official notice
arriving on the B. & A. train which j the nanie in religion of Sister Mary
At
the
present time the demand for
wood St. A very interesting program Fa flew If a (2)
if Harrigan f> (St in anothe*r column, the1 well known In
was 5 hours delayed, on account o f ; Ursula.
helmets
far exceeds the supply. If
on St. Saen’s life and works has been Lowrey rf G (2)
If Wilson 3 surance firm of Donnell and Peabody
the cold and storm.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
during
the
next two weeks you car.
arranged by the chairman. Mrs. Thad Titeomb e -I
c Smith have dissolved partnership, and the
Placards were distributed last week |
Weller who with the.r family Grant. The Club will be assisted by
divert
some
of your knitting from
rb Burns business will be conducted in in the
announcing the coming engagement,are now *n California, will be interest- Mr. Emmons Robinson, violin and cor Hubble rg 2
sweaters
to
helmets
the result will b*lb
Mclntvre
Deasv lg
future by F. A. Peabody.
of Tinkers celebrated novely orches-; ed t0 know that he has purchased a net and Mr. John Bryson, clarinet.
beneficial.
Roux
lb
Mr. Donnedl who retires has been
tra which appears at the Heywood j valuakle estate in Los Angeles, on
\\ ord has been received from Wash
e iK in n i r o T ie r c
, connected with the Insurane'e busiTheatre Friday, Jan. 11.
j which is a large modern house, sur
ington
that it is no longer necessarv
CHURCH
NOTICES
HOULTON
TRUST
CO.
|
ness
for
many
years,
starting
in
it,
as
rounded with orange, lemon, and
Phil R. Hussey who is manager of
The First Baptist Church, Court St. j
annua] meeting of the1 Houlton Hits first business wi'h the late Leon- for Chapters to make trench caps a-i
grape fruit groves.
the P. and Q. Lumber Co., one of the ______ _
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
, Trust Co., was held at itsbanking
lard Pierce, and at Mr. Pierce’s death, the War Department is including a
largest lumbering concerns in Canada.
The Houlton Woman s Club w ill hold
10.30 morning worship and sermon, j rooins on Wednesday last, and the1j continuing the business until he en- knitted trench cap in each manN
has been in town visiting friends, a Rummage sale at the Town Hall,
12.00 Bible School with classesL'l'j following officers were elected:
;tm ed the1 partnership with Mr. Pea- equipment. Trench caps which are
made during his residence here.
j down stairs next to the Engine House.
already made should, however, be a c 
men and women.
{president
Ora Gilpatrick ! b o d y in 190G.
Doris Keane, the American actress, :< where the Sth grade was formerly
cepted by Chapters.
who has spent a number of s u m m e r s ; ^ , on Water stree,. al)
s " " 11 ^ - R V k . Pr.-s
J. K. Hammer J Mr. O „b od y is
well known to
'The latest reports available indi
Samuel Lane , need further comment by the TIMES,
' Secty.
in Houlton, was married in London. iday- rhe go0(Is to be sold w ill be i Friday evening the choir w ill meet j 'Xi^oas
Wilford Fullerton |but the same good business judge- cate that the Christmas Drive for ten.
Thursday, to Basil Sydney, an E n g -! men s clothing, shoes and womens
,,at the home of Raymond ( ’ummings. j
Trea1
H. H. Dyer ment that he has used in the different million new members for the Ameri
lish actor. They had been appearing *ieavy coats.
: Franklin St., for rehearsal.
Board: Ora Oilpatriek. ! lines in which he has been engaged can Red Cross has resulted in the a d 
Ex ec u t i v e
together in London fti “ Romance.”
Houlton Grange will hold a regular
Jas. K. Plummer, .Samuel Lane. Gee. will continue in the Insurance busi- dition of fully sixteen million names
B. B. McIntyre and T. C. S. Berry meeting. Saturday, Jan. 12th, at 10 A. j
to its rolls. This number added to the
pess. which means success.
Church of the Good Shepherd
A. Gorham, Jas. Archibald.
more than six million members be
left here Monday for Augusta, to at- M At the morning session the first ; Rev. H. Scott Smith, Priest
Trustees: James K. Plummer, Ora
fore
the Christmas Campaign make*
tend the hearing before the Public and second degrees will be conferred 1
Gilpatrick, Samuel Lane, Harrison O. FORMER HOULTON
('hill'fifO
the afternoon session the officers I
the
total present enrollment fully
Utilities Com., on the sale of the At
8
a.
m.
Hussey, George A. Gorham, Geo. S.
._-,0,0
,,, ,be installed
. i, , ,by „Brother ' Holv Communion
for
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will
MAN
PROMOTED
twenty-two
million. This is a magnU
Merritt lighting plant to the Houlton
Gentle, Edwin L Vail, Elmer E. Milli.Morning Prayer, Holy Communion
L. E. Tuttle, of Caribou, Me. Ladies
ficent
fact,
an
expression not alone c l
Water Co.
Walter
E.
Elder,
who
for
many
10.3b ken, Delmont Emerson, James Archi
and Sermon
be sure to bring baskets for dinner.
the
patriotism,
but of the fine sym 
years
was
connected
with
the
B.
&
A.
Mrs. Paul has asked the TIMES to
Sunday School at'er Morning Services bald, Beecher Putnam, Frank A. Pea
R.
R.
with
headquarters
at
Houlton,
pathy
and
idealism
of the whole Am er
say that her son John who was sent
Evening Prayei and Sermon 7 p. m. body Simeon L. White, Irving E. Seaican
people.
The
Red
Cross War Coun
1
where
he
had
charge
of
the
locomotive
to the State School for boys last
vey, ('has. H. Fogg.
Mc MONIGLE-CAREY
[power, and who is now located at Rut- cil congratulates and welcomes every
week, was accused of receiving stolen
M e th o d is t Episcopal C h u rc h
A quiet wedding was solemnized at
i land, Vt.. has just been appointed new member of the American Red
money, and not for breaking and enSt. Mary’s Catholic Church, Wednes
Rev. Thomas Whiteside, minister.
JAMES G. SWAIM
1Road Master of the Rutland R. R., Cross; likewise it congratulates the
terlnf, as stated.
Morning wors'iip at 10.30 A. M. with
day morning, last w'eek, when Miss
James G. Swaim, a well known resi having jurisdiction over the entire officers and old members of the organMrs. B. G. Johnson arrived in town
Mary Carey of this town, formerly of sermon and sp ndal music.
dent of this town, died Friday at the system, which is good news to his ixation who have given unstintedly of
last week to remain with her parents,
The Sunday School at noon is fully home of his daughter, Mrs. A. D. Vir many friends.
Canterbury, N. B., was united in martheir time and effort to make this
Mr, and Mrs. Bart Donovan, while her
riage to Mr. Thos. A. McMonigle, a [graded and includes Bible classes for gie, 194 Elm street, Bangor. He went
Mr.
Elder
is
a
natural
railroad
man,
membership
campaign a success. But
hnshand, Lieut. Johnson of the Quar
prominent farmer of this town, by Rev. 'men and women.
to Bangor for a Thanksgiving visit and his father being a well known con the wonderful achievement of enroll
termaster's Dept., N. A. is in the ser
Junior Leagae at 3.00 P. M. and the was taken ill.
P. M. Silk.
ductor who is now running between ing one-fifth of the entire population
vice of Uncle Sam.
|
Besides Mrs. Virgie he leaves five Old Town and South Lagrange, and of the United States as members o f
The couple was attended by Miss Epworth League meeting at 6.15
Mrs. Ray Gary and daughter Inez. 1
daughters and one son, Beecher Swaim was not only a very efficient man dur the American Red Cross is less a.
Annie King and Mr. James Abernethy. o’clock.
o f Caribou, Mrs. DuPont of Marlboro,
Evening worship at 7.00 including a and Mrs. Ray Gary of Caribou, Mrs. ing his connection with the B. & A. triumph than a call to greater ser
After a short wedding trip to St.
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Virgie and
sermon and inspiring praise service. Olin Buzzell of Houlton, Mrs. Leander but exceedingly well liked by his fel vice. The Red Cross is not merely a
daughter Doris, o f Bangor, Mr. and John, they returned to Houlton on
Prayer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday j B^nn of Bangor, Mrs. Fred Dupont low workers.
.humanitarian organization separate
Mrs. H. W. Bray ton of Fort Kent, Mrs. Saturday, and are receiving felecitaevening.
|who lives in Massachusetts and Mrs.
Bv strict attention to. and interest and distinct from others but it is the
tions
from
their
many
friends.
Clark of Hartland, N. B., and Mr. and
mobilized heart and spirit of the whole
Choir rehearsal at 7.0b Friday even- j Herbert Bray ton of Fort Kent. He [in hiswork, he has
receiveda much
Mrs. Beecher Swaim of Caribou. wTere
ing. Prof. J. H. Lindsay, organist and D s also survived by three sisters. Mrs. j deservedhonorand promotion,
carry- American people. The American Red
in town Saturday and Sunday to at
STEPHEN MCDONALD
choir master. Mr. Clayton V. Chandler, j Alexanded Ross of Houlton. Mrs. Har- ing out the well known fact that any Cross is carrying a message of love
tend the funeral of the late James
! riet Clark oi Bangor and .Mrs. Edward man working for the interests of his and sympathy to American soldiers
l Stephen McDonald, a well known j Soloist.
.......**" ................"
employers is sooner or later to be re and sailors and to the troops and civ
j Clark of New Brunswick.
resident of Houlton, passed away on I
________________—
The remains were brought to Houl cognized as an important factor in the ilian population of our Allies in all
; Saturday last, at the age of 73. after j
EXTENSION SCHOOL
parts of the world. It is seeking to al
ton Saturday, the funeral taking place carrying on of the. work.
, an illness of some duration.
BUY A THRIFT STAM PAn Extension School in Dairy Feed
The
TIMES
joins
in
extending
con
,
on
Sunday
from
the
M.
E.
Church,
a
leviate the suffering incident to the
Mr. McDonald was horn it) Cape ing will be hefil at Houlton Grange
BUY A W AR-SAVINGS CERTI
gratulations
to
Mr.
Fldcr.
w
h
o
,-annot
■
larg»*
number
of
friends
being
in
atwar. It is seeking to shorten the war
Breton and has made Houlton his home Hall. January 2s 29 3u, mis
FICATE
! tendance Interment
was mad*' in help bmng a success in hi s' new posi- and it is seeking to lay a foundatior
for many years, where he was highly
This school is one of the six which Evergreen Cemetery.
tion
for a more enduring peace when the
regarded and had many friends.
O F CO URSE! will be field in Aroostook County, dur
war is over. As we stand on the threa
He leaves to mourn their loss a wife ing January and February, under the
hold of a New Year in this hour of
H IT
HOW IS THE TRAIN ?
! HOULTON AGRICULTURAL
and two danghters, Mrs. William Fow direction of the County agents, J. H.
world
tragedy, there can be but one.
SAVE A NICKEL FOR A
The management of the B.
A. j
5 U LIfc.II
ler and Miss Bessie.
Philbri 'k, Houlton, and J. L. Scribner
thought
in the minds of the twentyInterment was in Evergreen ceme- Presque Isle, who wTill be assisted by offices in Houlton have always been , U a meeting of the stockholders of
& F . A . CIGAR
two
million
members of the American.
tary and Requiem High Mass was sol specia'ists on the subjects taken up most courteous in answering inquiries th(? Houlton Agricultural Society the
Red Cross, and that is to serve and
THAT’S THRIFT AND
about the tr ains, and are still willing ! r(T ° rt (>1' th<‘ Treasurer and Auditor
emnized on Tuesday morning. Rev. at the schools.
sacrifice as never before.”
COMFORT COMBINED
to do all they can. as far as it does
r,'a'i
Fr. Silke officiating.
! There will he two sessions each day,
not interfere with the public safety. j The report of the Treasurer was re[with a basket lunch served at noon.
AN APPRECIATION
Information can always be1 obtained markablv gratifying, showing a bal
! Each session will include one or more
j by calling the B.
A. ticked office ance on band, and a substantial re To Rev. Clifford T. Clark
(lectures on important dairy topics,
j 225M at anytime, but in many cases duction ir: the indebtedness of the
Houlton, Me.
[followed by a general discussion,
jthe Train Dispatchers' office1 is tailed. Assn.
Dear Bro. Clark.
j Much time will also be devoted to
The following directors were elect
|which sometimes makes it t roubleWe, the members of the Ministerial
(laboratory work such as, balancing
some for men in the office during the ed:
Association
of Houlton, Me., have
(rations, figuring the comparative value
Andrew J. Saunders, Olin B. Buz
(day or from s A. M. until 6 P. M.
3 lbs. Genuine Mocha and Java Coffee for 1.00
learned
with
sincere and deep regret
[of feeds, value of weighage, and the
j If the Train Dispatchers office1 is zell, Albert E. Mooers, Lee \V. Ervin. of the resignation of your pastorate,
3 lbs. G enuine Maleberry Coffee for
[value and care of manure,
le ailed between 6 P. M. and S A, M. in George B. Dunn, Nathaniel Tompkins, and of your purposed withdrawal from
j These sessions are free to all per3 lbs. H igh Grade Blended Coffee for
•95
(regard to trains No. 7 or \ the only John B. Madigan, John R. Weed, Geo our midst.
! sons interested in dairying, both men
! man in that office1 at that time1 is the H. Benn. Fred Cox, B. I). Tingley, L.
4 % lb. Pan American Coffee for
In your departure we wish to assure
1.00
land women, the aim of the school
Dispatcher himself, and he is there S. Purington, W. F. Buzzell, A. A. you of our appreciation of your fellowi
I
being
to
help
tin*
farmer
in
any
way
These Coffees are all high grade and true to name.
Nothing
[for the express purpose1 of looking af- Stewart, E B. Leighton.
[possible along dairy line^
At a meeting of the directors fol shipship in the Association during the
j t*-r trains, and if he is doing this, he
---------------------- cheap about them only the price —
time you have been among us.
Ycm
Come and make this school vours. annot do his work properly if he1 has lowing, the officers of last year were
have
shared
heartily
in
its
interest
in
re-elected:
find out what your neighbors are doing (0 answer the1 telephone and
the
work
of
the
kingdom
in
the
com
President
in dairying, and think out some of the quently the management would re Nathaniel Tompkins
munity. You have been ready always
I W W V W V W W V W V S A M W W W W W V S M V W V W V ^ M / V M ^ ^ ^ W / i every day problems
George
B.
Dunn
Vice
President
quest the public when desiring to find
to
answer its call, and to assure your
Secretary
out about the trains, to call 225M and Andrew J. Saunders
share
of its responsibility. We have
Albert K. Stetson
Asst. Secretary’
SPEAKS BRIEFLY TO FRIENDS to call the dispatcher’s office only Robert
enjoyed
your fellowship, and have a p 
M. Lawlis
Treasurer and
At the close of the regular service when necessary but not to call them
preciated
your counsel
Clerk
Sunday evening, at the Court street between 6 P. M. and 8 A. M.
We also wish to bear testimony t«
Baptist Church. The pastor,
Rev.
your particular work with your own
LEFT WITHOUT A HOME
Henry C. Speed informed his hearers SELECTMEN’S REPORT TO
church. You- have commended ycur
Two little girls aged three and sev
that Rev. Clifford T. Clark had just
JANUARY 1ST. 1918 en, were left on the front door step self to us as a faithful minister of
entered the auditorium and would
Jesus Christ, seeking after and help
We are this year classifying the of Mr. and Mrs. Olin B. Smart’s home
speak for a few minutes.
,
different expenditures of the Town on Leonard street on Thursday night ing your people to attain to the high
ideals of the Christian life and service.
, ’ r'..kr. J.n. h. iS
,r“ n;arhs under twelve general distinct head- about 6.30 o ’clock, with the thermom
said, “ this church, the church of my ings or accounts, in conformity with
You have been diligent and faithful in
eter registering 10 below and the wind
[wife, I feci is a fitting place to speak
your
ministry, and your example has
One Great Musical Event
the
the progressive cities and towns of blowing.
to my friends.” Although fatigued by the State and with the endorsement of
been an inspiration, not only to your
The inmates of the Smart home
— -----------------------S e a s o n
travel and the strenuous work of prethe Auditor and Budget Committee. were attracted by the crying of the own people but to us, your fellow ser
paring his household goods for revants.
It is our purpose and intention to chilren who were taken in but are now
moval, be said he felt that he could inform
. ^ b l F ' each' month'a7 to
And you have always had a lively
being cared for at the County jail.
not leave the scenes of a most pleas
interest
In any and every phase of
---------------------- Houlton* M a in e ----------------------the amount expended under the twelve
The following note was pinned to
ant four years pastorate
without
community life, holding yourself in
accounts. These general accounts em the coat of one of the children:
publicly expressing his appreciation
T u e s d a y e v e n i n g , J a n . 1 5 th , 1918
brace, in some instances, several sub
“ Get these children boarded at the readiness to serve its needs, and te
6f the many kindnesses tendered him divisions.
town’s expense. I am penniless tonight promote its welfare, through its homes,
by the townspeople during bis labors
General Government
$2,433.90 with no place to take them. Keep its institutions, its business and the
here.
Protection of Persons and Property them until you get a place for them. administration of its affairs.
His
beautiful
tribute
to
his
fellow
As you leave us, rest assured that
The Great Tenor
12,956.55 Their father deserted them and me.
pastors was spoken with deep feeling, Health and Sanitation
713.94 Do not try to find out who they belong you carry with you into your new
he also spoke of his appreciation of
j Light
2.466.58 to. I love my babies but cannot keep field of labor, our unqualified respect
and confidence, and our sincere hope
Water
3,925.00 them.”
local papers in all church work, and
The Brilliant Soprano
Mrs. Smart gave them a good supper that you and yours may be abundant
Highways and Bridges
20,125.02
by his hosts of friends, both of his
Charity and Soldiers Aid
5,747.49 and then took them to Sheriff Dunn ly happy and prosperous in your work,
own congregation and those who were
Education
36.991.06 where they were given a warm hath as you do it in the Master’s name. We
members of other churches, and said
will earnestly pray that you may find
1,000.1)0 and good bed.
Library
The Famous Russian Violinist
that he felt that his work here had
The agent for the society for home a sympathetic people who will co-oper
5,454.07
Interest
not been in vain for surely true friends
4,815.35 less children has taken the matter up ate with you in your purpose to buili
Liabilities
count
for much in this world.
William I\. Chapman
and already a clue to the woman who up life’s true interests, and may God’s
7,926.77
Unclassified
Mr. Clark, at the close of his re
left the children has been obtained. blessing rest upon you and yours in
At the Piano
marks, met nearly everybody present
$104,555.73 i A woman from a neighboring town had riehest measure
Total
who grasped his hand and wished him
$1,683.27 of this amount is on ac- inquired of Mrs. Burden about secur
T. P. WILLIAMS
God-speed and good luck for the count of 1916 unpaid accounts.
ing a home for two children, saying
A M. THOMPSON
future.
that if she did not have the children
THOMAS WHITESIDE
FRANK A. PEABODY,
that she could get work, and it is ex
HENRY C. SPEED
Mr. Clark and his family left this
HOWARD WEBB,
pected that evidence will be procured
Wednesday for their new home in
THOS. MACDONALD
ROBERT M. LAWLIS,
Southhampton, N. B.
that will locate the mother.
Houlton, Me., Jan. 4, 1918.
Selectmen of Houlton.
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IS M O N E Y G O O D ” gleamed in vain.
The Greeks saw before us a prospect of a continual
“ i can’t give but a dollar, but I am'tion cheerfully and save our disposiA fair idea of national prosperity “ St. Elmo's stars" at the mastheads drain of our surplus, a long, unbroken glad to give that, to help our boys; I tions for something else?
___
may he gained from income tax re of their sailing ships, and the Homans series of calls for money and for aid, wish it were 100 times as much." says
HOULTON
TIMES
noticed that amber would attract when and why not fact* this thing square- another man, and the spirit of his gift
turns,
and
this
year's
report
<
q
'
th"
in
T h e P a r a lle l
ALL TH E HOME NEW S
It was not until the six- ly?
fairly glows into the heart of the
ternal revenue bureau contains mar.;, rubbed.
I guess lazy men who have to work
Then1 are two ways of looking at -oliritor. "He is a white man, he is." are something like guns."
l ueiiobed e»ery Wednesday Morning interesting figures. One showing is teenth century that the principles of
by the Time* Publishing Co.
that the yield from this source, deetj'jcity and magnetism were re this matter; one is to m a k e ourselves the collector says as lie turns away.
"How's that??”
A minister of the Gospel was tolling,
amounting to $67,0 l.'l.dOO for 1915. had vealed by Gilbert, not until the be feel that somehow we are aggrieved.
"They are employed only to he
C H A S . H. F O G G , Pres. & M g r.
_______ ________________________ _____ increased for the year ending Decent - ginning of tin1 nineteenth that Volta overworked, over-solicited, and in j recent ly, of dir calls which had come fired.
invented the (dcetide
uittery, and clme to lean backward and hold *J11. <(,, |j,n within a very short time. There
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year j her last to $IN0,10S (Juu; another reonly in themiddle
of '.lint century
jand meet (lie calls reluctantly, though Jwere requests for money from the
veals
that
in
the
same
two-yeai
in advance, $2 00 in arrears; in Cana
DESTROYS SLEEP
that the electrictelegraph came
into j we knew down deep we shall meet j , hurch itself, for a supper, and a fair;
period
the
number
of
American
mil
da $2.00 in advance, $2.50 in arrears.
who
would
hilieve
them
when
we
lind
we
can't
evade
j
iirs(
to
contribute,
then
to
buy
hack
1'onahes had increased from 14,771 to I being. Wireless
Single copies five cents.
22,0.90,
represting ati addition of 7925, it ■
’ is n°t mor< tban a quarter of a |tItem
igain. these church things arc; A call M a n y H o u lto n People T e s t i f y to T h is
No
Su b s crip tio n ca ncelled u n til
all
century old anil tile first eross-At- |too often seen right now
to
the
number
during
1910.
Then'
an*
from
the Armenians and the Surbs;
arrearages are paid
You can't sleep at night
now in this country ten persons who lantic radio communication was set
And there is the other way. the for Christ mas boxes for t he soldiers;
With
aches and pains of a had back.
up
only
sixteen
years
ago.
Advertising rates based upon circula have incomes of more than $5,000,001)
harder way, which we must learn to for the Salvation Army Thanksgiving
When
you have to get up from uri
What
all
this
really
means
is
that
tion and very reasonable.
each, nine taxed last year on an in
walk before we get through, so why dinners; for Christmas for the' Bel
nary troubles.
come of $4,000,000 to $5,000,000, four man, who began to mould nature to not now? The way of giving cheer gian children; for Y. M. c. A. Fund;
Communications upon topics of gener teen reported as having incomes of his will at least :!!i(),tii)i) years ago,
If the kidne}- a ■■ at fault
fully, even eagerly, though it he hut and for a concert for a Bed Cross
a l interest are solicited
Set
them working right with Doan’g
remained
ignorant
during
the
greater
from $;;,000,000 to $4,0i)0,000. ami thir
a very little; the way of 'making it benefit; for another concert for an
Kidney Bills.
part
of
that
period
of
the
mightiest
seem that we are willing and glad to other benefit; tickets for the street
Entered at the post office at Houlton ty-four whose incomes ranged from
Here is Houlton proof of their merit.
of her forces, and that into a merit help whenever and wherever we may; fair; for school children getting money
$2,1)00,000
to
$.'!.000,()00.
If
we
com
for circulation at second-class
fraction of the enormous span into the way of being agreeable about it for a vietrola; for foreign missions of
pare
these
figures
with
the
British
in
John Gray, stone mason, 70 P ierce
postal rates.
land revenue returns for the year end scarcity more than a century of it
instead of disagreeable in short.
his (hurch society; for a wedding \ve., says; “ At times I had eo n side ring March, 1017, it appears that the he has compressed all Hie great dis
Legal Newspaper Decisions
Much is needed, of course; hut .. 'present for a parishioner; for yarn for abb* heavy lifting to do ad it was h ard
1. —Any person who takes a paper reUnited Kingdom has only 5154 million coveries and inventions whhh we each gives a little the much is rear h(,(1 |a knitting cluh; for a half dozen oth- on my back and cans.-d it to ache. M y
gularly from the Post Office -whether aires for our 22,G00, yet there is an have come to regard as distine'ive of without too much effort or sacrifice for ,('i' tliiM^s lit' could not remember at kidneys were disordered and I had to
directed to his address or another, or advantage against,
us in the higher jour civilization. If that achievement
besides solicitations from get up many times during the night
whether he has subscribed or not,
is classes for while we have ten multi- j litis been possible within the memory anvbodv. Although the collectors are |that
out for a set sum, and the more tj,f>y ; magazine people, notices of some new to pass the kidney secretions. I had
responsible for the pay.
In wanted very much from his a dull, stiff feeling in my hack and my
2. — If any person orders his paper dismillionaires, with $ 125, unti,inn) each to of two generations, what may not he get the better it is, yet the smallest j books he
arid accomplished before the contribution given with a smile .1M(|j P ’.>'diners
continued, he must pay all arrearges or their credit the United Kingdom has j v.-on
d'lcrs;: dues to his college frat.
frat head pained me. too.
wa ■ hard for
the publisher may continue to send it seventy-nine.
And a like dispropor- , next live decades roll round and after!
his
.Masonic
and
Odd
Fellows
me to stoop on account of Hv ■ trouble
with alacrity is more welcome than j an‘*
until payment Is made and collect the tion obtains down the list until
we war’s grim work lms again given!
s, etc., etc. And this for a class v ith my hn-k
the larger one handed out like a lemon 1
ured a supply of
whole amount, whether it is taken from
pass tilt' millionaires who have from place to the quests and conquests of I
of moil whose average salaries in this Hi a::' - Ki e ;■ Bill- irmn Cochran’s
souring all which it touches.
the office or not.
3. —The Courts have decided that re$.‘J7.5tiu,ui)tl to $r)li,nt)ti,nun, forty-two of pcaee'.’ Nature's storehouse of won- j
“ I expect John Smith will give si mi State are considerable less than $l,pm>. Drug Ston and they brought immedifusing to take newspapers and periodi whom are credited to us and sixty-one ders has thus far given no sign of ex- [
And he could smile as he handed Urate relief, Bineo Bum l have used
cals from the post office, or removing and to Great Britain.
Jhaustion, and the surprises to come j when ho gets to it, hut it's worth it all cents to a little girl selling tags, and j Doan's Kidn
ev Bill - e : amorally as a
leaving them uncalled for. is prima facia
These impressive figures strike may so annihilate space and time that j to wring it from him." said one c o l l e c  really enjoyed giving the dime, too! .preventative
evidence of fraud.
tor
speaking
of
a
well-to-do
man
whom
■ft
imagination. For many thov* tin* seer and his crystal will ho
The spirit of enjoyment of giving must
If you want to stop your paper, write the
lie knew would give although it will
Prn e t;n,
to the publisher yourself, and don't leave mean case Ixurv and all the things behind and the magic carpet of Arabat all dealers. Don’t
spread much further than through the
he all wrapped up in hatefulness and
it to the post-master.
ian
story
hopelessly
outdistanced
simply
ask for akidney remedy—get
that go with wealth; l’or some an in
Uhristmas season for us, nowaduvs.
the things he will say before In* comes
equitable distribution of the world's
It must illuminate our daily life, else j ^ oan s Kidney Bills the same that
For Advertising Rates apply ‘.o the Pres.
across will take all joy out of it for
product.. But those reckon ill who L O Y A L T Y E A S Y IN T H E U N I T E D
we shall be in continual misery from Mr. Gray had. Foster-Milburn Co..
Ident and M a n a g e r
everybody." What a reputation to j
Mfgrs.. Buffalo, N\ Y.
leave out the new meanings that are
STATES
have, and what a miserable spirit to now on. Because give we must, wheth
being read into money and the new
er or not! so why not meet the situaOne ol the speakers at a recent indulge oneself in!
U N C LE 3AM T H E E N G I N E E R
uses which have been found for mil
Now that the Government had taken lionaires. Today men are dying in meeting accurately touched on the
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over the railroads for what approxi Europe for ideals on the preservation lnost " n,)G1 lant t(‘atu,e ol OUI Nationmates the duration of the war is no and furtherance of which the whole al lifo- 1,0 said loyalty is ‘‘asy in th,>
particular surprise to those who have future well-being of the race depends. United States stating in briefest form
watched the trend of public affairs. And for the same great end money is a tremendous truth.
Loyalty is so easy in the United
There are 264,378 miles of track being poured out, not in millions, hut
and
the
investment
represents in billions. Erom the twenty-tive-cent ^tat('s
i-s <au's0 ^or mai'*‘l that any
$21,127,959,078. There can be no doubt thrift stamp to the largest contribu thing savoring of disloyalty can exist.
that litigation and wrangling in rail tion in income taxes and war profits To he true to our Country and its free
road circles has been one of the energies are being provided for the institutions requires only that the
greatest factors in holding the Coun struggle which is to decide whether citizen he true to himself. No govern
try back in its war work. In all pro the world is to come out from this ment. since the Garden of Eden has
Sums burdened its citizens more lightly in
bability the same efficient railroad men Armagedon enslaved or free.
will occupy the positions that they of ten figures have gone to the sot- *’ ino
peace than does our. One of
now occupy but Federal owenership tlement of this issue from the United our National characteristics in that we
will mean that they are no longer states; Great Britain has given of her have asked all our Government, and
hampered in their movements, that billions, and mor billions are to fol have returned hut little. Nowhere has
there will be nothing to prevent them low. Economies are just as truly con freedom over had such interpretation
from achieving the results they know tributions of money as are taxes; the as here, and nowhere was over indi
should be achieved in this hour ' of householder who uses food and coal vidual liberty and personal rights
emergency. Practically
every other sparingly, the tradesman who cuts more sacredly guarded or jealously
Important country operates its own down his running expenses, the manu preserved to all. In time of war it
railroads. Now we fall in line sim facturer who eliminates waste, are all is a common duty, a mere matter of
ply because their operations has be making gifts to the holiest of causes. self-defense, that we stand fimlv to
come a war necessity. Whatever may
In another hut related way tin? old gether against all foes. Mental twists
happen after the war it not for us to er meanings of wealth have been trail or bias that find expression in seditious
w, rry about. It is the present that scended in the concentration of it to acts or words are beyond understand
chiefly concerns us. Every railroad the relief of human suffering. Ameri- ing, and are the more iniquitous be
employee should co operate with Un en in the past has led in this field; ; ( aUse tbe\ are aimed agains* the best
cle Sam in his latest big undertaking. today she takes the whole world for ’ Government man litis ever framed. I5eEvery user of the railroads from the her parish. She gave to the Irish'*11*’ l°val is the easiest and lightest
large shipper to the occasional pas famine; she has given to Indian fa burden that is laid on the citizens of
senger should ‘‘do his hit" in making mine and to the Russian famine. It the United States.
the venture all that it is hoped to was her offerings that poured forth
make it.
when the Japanese were in distress
T H E JOY OF G IV IN G
It will be interesting to note wheth at the close of their 1904-5 campaign.
Why not meet a situation squarely,
er, at the return of normal conditions She won the eternal gratitude of the
face to face? Why scold and fret
in this Country, the Government will Italians for assistance extended a^ er |about things we know we shall do in
continue to operate the railroads or the Messina earthquake. Turning out- , the end, Why sav sarcastic things
whether it will give them hack to ward when thfe need is, she leaps to !at the bt.ffinninK iind apon the comprivate capital and enterprize. It has
the aid of hei own people and of
j t'ort of all concerned, and then fall
taken us eight months to do what peoples near her. Ask of those she
ijue an(j do t^e thing we have
England did on the day of her declara helped after the Johnstown flood and score(j so badly? These questions and
tion of war. There by royal proclama the San Francisca earthquake, let ;nianv more have come to the minds of
tion all railroads were taken over by those succored at Halifax tell of what D e patriotic men who have given their
the government in accordance with an she has done. The brightest page in j timeH and strength in the past in
act o f Parliment passed at the end of
her record will sum up her minister- j soliciting for the different funds; and
the Franco-Prussian War. Under Gov
ing to victims of the war. Fiue, this'they have reason thus to question. Re
ernment operation England’s roads used so beneficently and so gloriously (;auso whll(, this American people is
have absolutely met the demands made is an age of money. Never was money !giving> in good measure, for the many
upon them, by war. May our do the since civilation began.
things required, too many are giving
same. Certainly they have not been
under protest, as it were, and giving
able to do it heretofore. With Uncle
W IR E L E S S A N D IT S LE S S O N
after
making such a fuss about it that
Sam at the helm of the rail transporta
the
solicitor
wishes he had never ap
Who
could
gather
the
romance
of
tion system of the United States in
proached
them,
sadly as the money is
the
wireless
telegraph
from
the
bald
this emergency it would seem that a
m »forlty o f cur inconvenDm ^
|statement announcing “ the comple needed. I am sure this statement will
as fuel and food shortages, slow' hand tion of the chain of radio stations ex not he denied by those interested.
These are times such as we hate
ling of war munitions and the like, tending half way round the globe?”
Yet
we
have
there,
and
in
tho
story
j
never
seen before; there are demands
ought speedily to be brought to an
of this wireless message, two of the [upon us all which have never before
end.
least prosaic and most mysterious ; been thought of, and they will conthings imaginable
a medium which [tinue to come and come stronger, for
U N C H A I N T H E DOG
we can neither see nor feel, the will- la long while vet. \Ye as a nation rise
Several million people who are not ing receiver of man s words, and an i mugnilh ently to some special call,
used to investing in stoc ks and bonds invisible messenger leaping through j swing the answer “over the top" and
have of late become investors in the it to do his bidding at the speed o f 'H e n forget it, and turn hack to our
Liberty Loans. That fact, we hear, ISO ODD miles a second. Something of [own business. But we have not yet
has not escaped tho attention of vari a mystery also is tho slowness with (the habit a second de mand -a iti-q ini
ous bands of thieves.
which
we became acquainted wit h ; surprise.- tis. a t'•i’ ■■1 e ’ if ;i ’>•!(!y ;
The return upon an investment in thesesubtle natural powers.
Look And thi.- is wind m w t !> I'ert i tied b\
Government bonds four per cent
hael'
to antiquity. The stone
age all of u 14gilt away. Y,
seems small out in the country, where cam
and went; the bronze age came j to give ■. nt hm;.'
t, ;
t I "a
money loaned on good farm mortgages and vent; iron was discovered, and j modiea i!.\ . to a - - nm
i•u:n1<■11 ;
has been fetching six or seven or eight still our an. estor - kite w not hi tig <l ;oon a.-- t !:• •et her i b.ni .a. n. I<> t a i,
per cent. It is said some get-rich-quick elect rieity. Over
vast
epochs
of up som< thins; el
a
or
artists are oiling up their old para hum in history tie north s's. lights thing eat: v* di a>o:-o,|
'.ml a ba\
phernalia and preparing to accept
Liberty Bonds in exchange for engtav
ings that promise far higher returns.
In This-- The A ge o f Specialists -- Th*> True
In spite of the laws that many state s
have enacted, there Is still opportunity
for an agile blue-sky swindler to clean
up a community and beat the sheriff
Stands out a» a Specialty in ihe R elief o f Digestive Troubles. '
to the state line.
In fact this safe medicine—a reliable prescription—lias lam a specially for !
Look out for these gentry. Remem
three generations—well over 60 years : a record for reliability that should ceur>
ber that any Investment which prom
immeasurably with you.
Ises a very high return, along with
Buy the large bottle today at your druggist’s or general storekeeper’s. Have
absolute security, is quite sure to he
it lutndy the next time you have a headache; when your stomach is a hit upset;
a swindle. The shrewdest investors in
when vou are bilious, constipated ; or have restless sleep. Take as directed—
the world cannot find investments
you will find as thousands before you have found, the surprisingly effective
properties of this truly remarkable medicine. Sample free.
that yield more than six per cent in
The “ L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.
(717)
terest and are practically free from
risk. Never deal with strangers.
If
any Investment that looks tempting
is presented to you, go to the bank and
inquire about it.

L F ATWOOD’S MEDICINE

W e hope millions of these new in
vestors will keep their Liberty Bonds
indefinitely. They
are
convenient
things to have. But if you do think of
converting your Liberty Bond, beware
o f the wildcat.
Do not keep a bond round the house,
where accident or theft may put you
to much Inconvenience or entail au
outright loss. Take it to the bank for
safe-keeping.

R n w Furs Bought
— A t N e w Y o r k P rices—

Houlton

Hide &

W o o ! Co.
HOULTON, M M N E

B rin g F u rs Saturdays

w. s. s.

The American E.xpreVo Company
operates the express business
T IM E A T W H IC H
T R A IN S A R E E X 
P E C T E D TO A R R IV E
AND
DEPART
IN
EFFECT
N O V . 10, 1917

BUY “WAR SAVINGS STAMPS” W ITH YOUR SAVINGS

T r a i n s s c h e d u le d to l e a v e H o u l t o n
D a ily except S un day

* 8.40 a. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
1
Limestone, Van Buren and inter
mediate stations.
9.20 a. m —For Millinocket, Bangor and
principal
intermediate
stations—
Portland and Boston,
via.Brownville,
11.30.a. m .--For Ashland, Ft. Kent, St.
i
Francis and intermediate stations,
|
also for Washburn,
Presque Isle,
Van Buren, Grand Isle, Madaw&ska,
Frenchville and intermediate sta
tions via. Squa Pan and Mapleton.
12.54 p. m .—For Ft. Fairfield, Caribou,
Limestone and
intermeditae
sta
tions.
1.32 p. m. —For Millinocket, Greenville,
Bangor and intermediate stations,
Portland and Boston.
5.58 p. m. —For Millinocket, Greenville,
Bangor and intermediate stations,
Portland and Boston. Buffet Sleep
ing Car Caribou to Boston.
7.50 p. m — For Ft. Fairfield, Caribou,
Van Buren and intermediate sta
tions.
. TRAINS DUE HOULTON
Daily Except Sunday
8.30 a. m.— From Boston, Portland, Ban
gor and intermediate stations.
Buffett Sleeping Car Boston to Cari
bou.
9.15 a. m.— From Van Buren, Caribou, Ft.
Fairfield and intermediate stations.
12.49 p. m.— From Boston, Portland, Ban
gor, Greenville
and
intermediate
stations.
1.27.p. m.— From Caribou, Ft. Fairfield
and intermediate stations.
2.40 p. m.—From St. Francis, Ft. Kent.
Ashland and intermediate stations.
aJso St. Francis, Frenchville, M&dawaska. Grand
Isle,
Van Buren,
Washburn, Presque Isle and inter
mediate stations, via. Mapleton and
Squa Pan
5.53 p. m.—From Van Buren, Limestone,
Caribou, Ft. Fairfield and interme
diate stations.
7.47 p. m.—From Boston, Portland. Ban
gor, Millinocket and principal In
termediate stations via. BrownviUe.
Time tables giving complete inforraaation may be obtained at ticket offices.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON, Pass’r Traffic
Manager, Bangor, Maine

Help Win the War
SAVE WHAT YOU CAN AND BUY STAMPS AT
ANY BANK OR POST OFFICE OR AUTHORIZED
AGENCY.— “SAVE
AND
BUY.”
THESE
STAMPS ARE U. S. GOVERNMENT BONDS AND
WILL PAY YOU A PER CENT INTEREST COMPOUNDED
EVERY THREE MONTHS
UNTIL MATURITY IN 1923

The safest possible investment.
Unusually high interest rates

Give a Stamp for the New Year
Buy one or more W a r Sav ing s Stam ps.
W i t h th e stam p s the
ag en t w ill give you a c e rtific a te .
H a v e him w r i t e on th is
c e rtific a te

your

f r i e n d ’s n am e

and

address.

T his

makes

a

v a lu a b le g ift, and w il l also help th e r e c ip ie n t to fo rm th e hab it
of “savin g f o r U n cle S a m ” as th e c e rtific a te has b la n k spaces
f o r t w e n t y sta m p s.— O r you can give t h e 25c T h r i f t S ta m p s in
the same w ay ,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
N O T E : — If you will help the Government also by acting as agent for
the sale of these securities, get application blank from your Postmaster,
any bank, your local chairman of War Savings, or your Bounty
Director of War Savings
F or f u r t h e r p a r t ic u la r s as k you P o s t m a s t e r o r L eo na rd A. Pierce
C o u n ty D i r e c t o r of W a r S avings

I N F O R M A T I O N — T h e re are
tw o
kinds
of s t a m p s ,
W a r-S a v in g s
Stam ps
and
T h rift
S tam ps. T h e
W a r-S a v in g s
S t a m p s v a r y in p r ic e f r o m $4.12 to $4.23, a c c o r d i n g tc t h e m o n t h
in w h i c h p u r c h a s e d .
T h e y in c r e a s e in v a l u e e v e r y m o n t h , a n d if he ld
u n t i l m a t u r i t y , J a n u a r y 1, 1923, t tey e a r n 4 p e r c e n t I n t e r e s t c o m 
pounded q u a r te rly .
S pac es a r e p r o v i d e d on t h e W a r - S a v i n g s C e r t i f i c a t e f o r 20 W a r S avings S tam ps .
F o r e a c h o f t h e s e s t a m p s a f fix e d to t h e c e r t i f i c a t e
t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s G o v e r n m e n t w i l l p a y y o u $5.00 on J a n u a r y 1, 1923.
I f y o u fill all t h e sp ace s by a f f i x i n g 20 s t a m p s , it w i l l p a y y o u $100.00
J a n u a r y 1, 1923.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
Corner Pleasant Street and
Highland Ave.

DR. L P . HUGHES
Ransford W. Shaw

T h e 25c T h r i f t S t a m p s do n o t e a r n in t e r e s t .
W h e n 16 of t h e m a r e
a f fix e d to t h e T h r i f t C a r d t h e h o l d e r m a y s u r r e n d e r t h e c a r d a n d
up on p a y i n g 12 to 23 c e n ts r e c e i v e a W a r S a v i n g s C e r t i f i c a t e , w h i c h
e a r n s in t e r e s t .

Seth S. Thornton

SHAW & THORNTON
ATTORNEYS

Prompt attention to all business
M ain *

H o u lto n ,

Probate matters have Special
Attention

DR. R. E. LIBBY
V ete rin ary

j

j

• T e l.

N ight

32-2

O F F IC E

P A IN

D E N T IS T

New England Animal Fertilizers are made especially for
A roostook Farmers. They are made from raw materials
that put life and fertility in y ou r soil—MEAT, BLOOD, BONE,
Chemicals and 4;7 POTASH which we guarantee to be soluble
in water. O ur fertilizers are the ideal plant foods for potato
crops. They save labor by growing greater crops.
Fertilize freely this year and It will be y ou r best potato
profit year. A barrel o f potatoes will now buy twice as much
fertilizer as it would before the war. Commended by all New
England Experiment Stations. Order Now while we can
supply you. Write
T. L. Marshall, Fort Fairfield, Gen’I Salesman.

FERTILIZER

W IT H O U T

N E W
A N A L G E S I C
A B S O L U T E L Y SAFE.

DR. F. 0. 0RCUTT

Do a real service for your country. Raise
a banner potato crop next season with New
England Potash Fertilizers, ft can be done with
good Potash Fertilizers.

CO.

Boston. M««».

N E W ENGLAND
Animal

R E S ID E N C E
H o u lto n , M e.

F IL L E D

B Y T H E
METHOD,

YOU CAN GROW
MORE POTATOES

62W

239-3

TEETH

Consolld.te^Renderln,, Co.

AT

129 M a in St.
T e l.

NEW ENGLAN D

Day

C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.

m m
i t 3-

Surgeon

Graduate University of Toronto
All calls given prompt attention

DR. J. F. PALMER
D E N T IS T
O ffic e

over

F r e n c h ’s D rug

Sto re

Office Hours; S A. M. to 5 P. M.
Others by appointment
Telephone 164 2

H. J. CHANDLER
E N G IN E E R

AND

.S U R V E Y O R

Office I." Ileywood Street
T e l. 256-2

HOULTON,

M A IN E

VIOLET RAY INSTITUTE
Specialists in the use of High
Frequency Fleet rieity
Paralysis. Goitre. Neurasthenia, W o
manly Troubles. Sciatica. Rheuma
tism, Eczema, Diseases of the stom
ach, Kidneys and Bowels.
A special department where Massage
hand, vibratory and electrical is
given under the direction of a train
ed expert. Women attendants.
C o n su lta tio n free.
Office h ou rrs: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Su n d ay 2 to 4 p, m.

Office in Dunn Furniture Block
T elep h o n e 80

J

HOULTON

TIMES,

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 9, 1918

minute or two later Immelman's water, and they can be boiled as sat- lonas the government shall ask. This
A customer entered the small-town
authority brings out with force and barber-shop.
maehine was seen across No Man’s isfactorilv as undamaged ones.
Land.
When the tags come off new shoe clearness the contrast between our
THE PRESIDENT SOLVES THE
"IIow soon can you cut my hair?"
RAILROAD PROBLEM
The letter describes the tail of the laces, smear the ragged ends over own loans and those* of Germai y. he asked of the proprietor, who was
annually can be earned in excess of German machine a s painted red “ to with black sealing-wax and press in- Ii which are paid, not in cash, but in se*ated in an easy chair, pe'rusing tin*
; promissory note's. The elfe*ct of the pages of a dime novel.
payments due the railroad treasuries, represent the Hritish and French blood to a point while the wax is warm,
The unpleasant smell which arises latte*i' system on price's of commodi
while Hall's had a
and turned over to the Government in it had spilled,
“ Bill," said the barber, addressing
lieu of extra taxes, which would be a streak of black paint to represent the from the boiling of cabbage may lie ties and the value of currency ere his errand-boy, "run over and tedl the*
is indeed a phenomenal record of
much less burdensome method of col- mourning for his victims. The ma- entirely prevented by placing a slice ; sue h as to make us modify, to a v, l V editor that I'd like my scissors if beds
success, and the only article of its
of
bread
over
them
while
cooking.
.large
extent,
the
appanmt
value
of'
lecting revenue than under the War chines ascended in a wide circle, and
kind that has this proud record is
Igot done* e*n<litin’ the* paper. GcmtleTo keep milk sweet in hot weather the German loans. The financial im
Revenue bill, and may make unneees- then:
man waitin’ for a hair-cut."
plications of the* American response
Mry, further increase in levies under
From our trenches then1 were wild add two teaspoonfuls of limewaterthat bill for the next year.
( beers for Ball. The Germans yelled which is beneficial rather than other are* most encouraging, though they
Then He Got Busy
wise to (*very pint.
might ea si ly have* be*en lost sight of
Outlook.
just as vigorously for Immelman.
To
remove
tin*
smell
of
cooking,
by
pe>ople
in
gemeral,
if
it
were
not
The effect eventually upon the seThe cheers from the trenches con'Grammatically speaking," said the
curity market is in a way as if a good tinued. The Germans' increased in vol- take a basin of boiling water and pour for sued: e*xpert explanation as that j bashful young man, "would you call a
Internally—Coughs, Colds, Grippe,
proportion of all listed stocks and ume; ours changed into cries of alarm, into it about five drops cf oil of lav given by Boersianer’s article.
Sore Throat, Cramps, Chills, etc.
Ikiss a conjunction?"
Externally—Sprains, Strains, Mus
bonds had been taken out of the marBall, thousands of feet above us and ender. In a few minutes all smell of
! "I don’t know," replied the fair maid
cular Rheumatism, Burns, Bruises,
ket and put away. For it must be re- only a speck in the sky, was doing the cooking will have disappeared.
Community Shears
l
etc. A wonderful anodyne that
While bread is stale, damp it all
,
in the parlor scene; "but I am right
fleeted that the Govenment’s guaran- craziest things imaginable. He was
A South Dakota State* Senator re-'
S oo thes —H ea ls
tee sets railroad s e c u r i t i e s as a below Immelman and was, apparent- over with milk, put it in a hot oven Cimtly Rave « new illustration of th a t,h"'v lo illtl,rm -vu“ "liatevor it may
D e s tro y s PmIn .
stable class by themselves, free from ly, making no effort to get above him, for about 20 minutes, and you will fine saying of an ancient philosopher, |')e- ^ s something mighty hard for a
It is better
the effect of adverse happenings a s : thus gaining the advantage of posi- j have a n ee new loaf
"Man was born for mutual assistance." girl of my disposition to deline.’’
they might affect earnings, and to be'tion. Rather h<* was swinging around, ' done the day before it is needed,
held with entire confidence, at lea st! this wav and that, attempting, it seemBefore washing new lace curtains or
through the period of the war, and led. to postpone the inevitable.
[muslins containing lime, soak them
' night in water in which
' ‘ ' salt
‘ has
with much confidence as to the after [ We saw the German's machine dip ' all
|over preparatory to starting the nose , be*en dissolved. This takes out all
the lime* and saves soap and labor.
It was lack of confidence in the fu-jdive*.
If you want a jelly to set quickly,
lure of railroad securities which start-j "He's gone now." sobbed a young
ed the real downward sweep of the' ! soldier at my side, for he knew Immel- the best plan is to dissolve* the* gela
market in October converting it. from, man's gun would start its raking fire* tine in a small quantity of hot water,
a possible bull market into a confirm-1 once it was being driven straight and then add cold water to make* up
the amount.
ed bear market. Before that, while down.
If new tinware' is rubbed ove'r with
Then,
in
the
fraction
of
a
second,
industrials swung up and down, rail
road prices stood more or less firm, the tables were turned. Before Immol fresh lard and thoroughly heated in
but when these prices" began to crum man’s plane could get into firing posi the oven before it is use*d. it will never
ble, the whole market was shaken to tion, Ball drove his machine into a rust afterwards, no matter how fro
its foundations, and the great break loop, getting above his adversary and quently it is put in water.
Be'fore driving a nail through a
which carried nearly everything far cutting loose with his gun and smash
Th Knights of Columbus need for immediate use in establishing and maintaining
piece
of wood, push it through a cake*
ing
Immelman
by
a
hail
of
bullets
as
below real value took place.
war recreation centres at home and overseas THREE MILLION DOLLARS, of which
of hai-d soap. You will find that it
It will be interesting to note now hee swept by.
sum One Million Dollars have already been contributed principally by the members.
Immelman’s airplane* burst
into will tin'll go through the* wood with
what counter effect will arise from the
Both the Y. M. C. A. and the K. of C. furnish recreation centres for all regardless of
out
any
trouble
and
will
not
split
it.
flames
and
dropt.
Ball,
from
above,
stabilzing of railroad securities. All
Wlii'ii
cooking
dried
fruits
such
as
followed
for
a
few
hundred
feet
and
creed.
The religious needs of non-Catholic in the camps are supplied by the Y. M. C. A.;
other securities of value must neces
then straightened out and raced for prunes, tigs, or apricots, add a tea
sarily be greatly benefited.
those of Catholics, comprising aoout forty per cent, of the men in the service, by K. of C.
home. He settled down, rose again, spoonful of cornstarch to every half
The buildings will be open to all at all times; no private meetings. No society af
hurried back, and released a huge pound of fruit. This will make* a good
fairs
behind closed doors.
GERMAN FALCON KILLED IN wreath of flowers almost directly over syrup, and improve the flavor of anyThey are for all the soldiers all the time.
the spot where Immelman’s charred thing.
AIR -D U EL
The Knights of Columbus must render this help overseas as well as at home, and
After washing white paint polish
The old days when armies ceased body was being lifted from a tangled
with a little furniture cream.
It not
fighting to watch their two champions mass of metal.
in addition, Pope Benedict has asked them to help support the American Red Cross in
Four days later Ball, too, was killed. only preserves the paint but it keeps
in single combat have come back again.
special work.
-It was on the Western front, and the He attacked single-handed four Ger clean much longer, as dirt does not
The only expense in connection with this fund is the publication of this advertise
engagement that resulted in the death mans. He had shot one down and was adhere so easily to the polished sur
ment and an office at Washington. No paid agents; no commissions. The General
of Immelman the Falcon, Germany’s pursuing the other three when two face.
administration will be under the officers and clerical staff of the Knights of Columbus
most distinguished Ace, was in very machines dropt from behind the clouds
truth a duel— no chance meeting of and closed in on him. He was pocket
and not charged against this fund. Their bonded officers now responsible for Eight
men determined to slay one another, ed and was killed but not until he LESSONS OF THE
Millions Insurance Funds will handle all money.
but a formally arranged encounter, had shot down two more of the enemv.
LIBERTY LOAN
Will you help us help our soldiers here and overseas?
following a regular challenge, and
Now that the* se'cond Liberty Loan
Checks for the K. of C. War Fund should be made payable to R. M. Lawlis, Treas.
fought by prearrangement and with
is an accomplishe'd fact, we* can look
HOUSEHOLD HINTS
out interference. The battle was wit
If a good pinch of salt is used in back and estimate* its significant*, both
This movement is endorsed by:—
nessed with breathless interest by the
milk puddings and all kinds of fruit, spiritual and material, to the* United
Woodrow Wilson,
men of both armies crouched in the
Cardinal Gibbons
the analyst of
it will make a great saving in sugar. States. Boorsianer.
Presi dent of th** Unit**d St ates
trenches, separated by only a few feet
finance,
writing
in
the*
January
num
When brooms begin to wear, cut the
of No Man’s Land, while the fire of
Cardinal Farley
brisiles level again, and the brush will ber of Ile'arst’s Magazine, tedls us that
Theodore Roosevelt,
the anti-aircraft guns on both sides
it is the large'St subscription in the
do its work as well as ever.
Ex-President of the* United States
was stilled.
annals of finance, whether made by a
Cardinal O’Connell,
To
remove
grease
from
wallpaper,
The victor in the spectacular fight
government or a private firm. From
William
Howard
Taft,
rub
the
spot
over
once
or
twice
with
was Captain Ball, the youthful Eng
the moral and the financial momentum
Ex-President of the United State's
National Catholic War
lish pilot who has only two notches a piece of flannel dampened with al accumulated, as well as from the al
cohol.
less on the frame of his fighting
Council
most inexhaustible resources of the
Newton D. Baker,
When stewing meat always cover it country, he finds it only natural that
machine than had the Falcon, who was
Secretary of War
credited with fifty-one “ down.” The with boiling water. This makes the the second appeal should have brought
Catholic Federation of the
story o f the duel, which was declared meat more tender and far more nour a larger response than the first; and
Raymond
B.
Fosdick,
United States
to have been one of the most sensa ishing.
Chairman War Department Com
he prdicts that the same forces will
tional events of the war, is told in a
A good substitute for emery-cloth be at work to make the* response
mittee on Training Camp Activities
letter written by Col. William Macklin, is to sift fine ashes through a piece cumulative in whatever succeeding
of the Canadian troops, to a friend in of muslin, place in a jar, and keep for
WilFam Jennings Bryan,
Newark, N. J. Colonel Macklin, who cleaning steel.
Ex-Secretary of State*
was one of the eye-witnesses of the
If eggs you are about to boil are
fight, writes in his letter, which is cracked, add a little vinegar to the
The Committee in Houlton on the K. of C. War Fund
printed in the New York Tribune:
Chairman: W. A. Doyle
Secretary: J. T. Lenehan
One morning Captain Ball, who was
behind our sector, heard that Immel I SHOULD WORRY
man the Falcon was opposite.
Dr. Jam es P a l m e r
E. C. M c L a u g h l i n
NOW ABOUT CORNS!
“This is the chance I’ve been waitR. M . L a w lis
Jas. B. C a iln a n
They Peel Off W ith "G ets-It”.
ing for; I’m going to get him,” de
John C. F it z g e r a ld
Two <x>rns are no worse than one, and
F r a n k F. W i l l e t t
clared Ball. Friends tried to dissuade one is nothing at all—when you use
E. C. Donovan
F
r a n k R u g an
“Gets-It”,
the
one
real
corn
shrinker,
him, saying the story of Immelman’s corn loosener, peel-it-right-off corn re
F r a n k L. 8 m i t h
L
e
ro y H a ll
presence probably was untrue. Ball mover. That’s' because two drops of
Geo. W . Coffee
“Gets-It” eases your corn-pains at once,
would not listen.
Tb«
<*
1
family
remedy—
in
tablet
Thos. M c M o n ig a l
and you know that that old corn has
The^s. J. C a lia n a n
form—«afe, aure, eaay to take. No
Getting into his machine, he flew been “nfreped In the bud.” “Gets-tt”
opiate*— no unpleasant after effect*.
H e n r y Cassidy
Jas. M c G illic u d y
Cure* coida In 24 hour*—Grip in 3
-over the German lines and dropt a
day*. Money back if it fail*. Get the
W m . C a lia n a n
F red D o h e rt y
not Which read:
genuine bos with
Red Top and Mr.
“ Captain Immelman:
Hill’a picture on it
24 Tablet# for 2Sc.
“I challenge you to a man-to-man
At Any Drugstore
fight, to take place this afternoon at
two o’clock. I will meet you over the
German lines. Have your anti-aircraft
guns withhold their fire while we de
cid e which is the better man. The
British guns will be silent.
About an hour afterward, a German
Aviator swung out across our lines.
Immelman’s answer came. Translated
it read:
Continued From Page 8

WO Years
of Heating
JOHNSON'S

LINIMENT

K nights of Columbus
W ar Fund

N eglected
Colds bring

Pneumonia

CASCARAfe? QUININE

-t h e y S m o k e

“Captain Ball:
One Corn Plan «Getn-It” Equal*
One Foot, Corn Free.
“ Your challenge is accepted. T h e ;
Gorman guns will not Interfere, i will ‘ makes cutting and digging at a corn
f.„o
land fussing with bandages, Balves or
meet you promptly at two.
'anything else entirely unnecessary. Re“ IMMELMAN.” member “ Gets-It” is safe.
I You’ll not have to take off your stioe
Just a few minutesbefore two
or pumps under the table at the cafe to
. . . . .
. ..
,,
, ease your squirming soul. See that you
o clock the guns on both sides ceased pet ••Gets-lt.” Don’t be
insulted by
firing. It was as tho the commanding imitations. 25c is all you need pay at
T
■ any drug storefor “ Gets-It,” or
it will
officers
had ordered a
truce. Long be sent direct by E. Lawrence & Co.,
rows Of heads popped Up and all eyes CiUdT V lio u l t u n and recommended aswatched Ball front behind the British the world’s best corn remedy by O. F.
. . .
..
. French & Son, Leighton & Fecley, Ilathelines shoot off and into the air. A w a y Drug Co.

Collector’s Advertisement o f sale of
lands o f non-resident owners.
State of Maine
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Oakfield. in the:' County of
Aroostook, for the year 1917.
The following list of taxes o:t real estate* of non-resident owners in the
Town of Oakfield aforesaid, for the year 1917, committed to me for collec
tion for said Town on the thirtieth day of April, 1917, remain unpaid; and
notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest and charges are not
previously paid, so much of the 'eal estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without
further notice at public auction at Grange Hall in said Town, on tho first
Monday in February, 1918, at nire o’clock, A. M.
Name of Owner

Description of Property

Amt. of Tax
due including
int. and charges.

Drivers

are frequently on the go day and
night—they sm oke.

h k l i>

t h k m

BY SUN DING 25 CUNTS TO THU TIM US

L. H. May

South-east part of lot No 87. acres 20.
value $60
John Shorey
Part of lot No. 10. acres Vi. value $90
Heirs of Abbie Allen P an of lot No. 22. acres V4, value $100
Walter Lake
East part of lot No. 140, acres 46 value $225

A m b u la n ce

$ 3.60
4.90
5.86
10.82

HENRY WRIGHT,
Collector of Taxes of the Town of
Dated, 17th, day of December, 1917.
Oakfield.
351

“ OT.’ R

FUND.

BOYS

IN

FRANCK

TOBACCO

HERSCHEL SHAW A CANDIDATE

blew up if the wires were touched.
An Explanation
put to manufacturing the things we
Nails driven in walls' were equally
Mrs. Enpeek I don’t see why mar use in war. The total loss to the confronts us in two ways by the
dangerous if anything came into con ried men should want to join a club.
strictest economy in consumption, for
Have you any explosives in your
country of the productive energy of
tact
with
them.
A
shovel
leaning
every
pound we refrain from using
possession?
Enpock-- Oh, that’s easily explained. our soldiers and sailors and the di
against a wall connected wires with Misery loves company, you know.
adds a pound to be devoted to the
The law provides that “no person
version of a great portion of the other
explosives. A chair would blow up if
uses of our Army and Navy and the
shall have in his possession or pur
productive energy of the country to
military forces of our allies; and by
sat in. Various objerts casually lying
chase. accept, receive, sell, give, bar
war purposes lessen to a groat ext**nt
WASTE IS CRIMINAL
about tools, pieces of metal, helmets
speeding up our production to the
ter or otherwise dispose of or procure
the amount of material and supplies
"To waste now is nothing short of
H e rse h e l Sh aw ,
limit. The American people are going
fragments of shells, artificial flowers
explosives, or ingredients, except as
produced by the country.
Houlton. Maine. and all kinds of apparently abandoned criminal,” said Secretary of the Treas
to do all that they know to be neces
provided in this Act." Explosives 12
To this condition of lessened pro
ury McAdoo.
sary to win this war to shorten this
souvenirs were murder traps.
covered by this act include gunpow
J11T-r have oniy to realize the
The duty of the American people to duction and increased consumption of war. They
To open the door of a dugout or to
ders, powder for blasting, all forms of
FARMERS NATIONAL BANK
At the annual meeting of the stock- push aside some hramdies or a sack economize in consumption of food and and by our own men must be added imperative duty of economy in saving
high explosives, blasting materials,
ext raedinarv demand
extraedinarv
demand made upon and they will economize and save,
fuses, detonaters, and other denotaing holders of the Farmers National Bank!p|(|ml ,here to ohs<.Mr<. „ ,o d(K)wav all other materials as well as save tin*
thiss country
rnunfrv to
in supply the armies
----of
(1(,lHna„ ,
„ in,f„ i lv „,.,M,ared money, can not be too often or too
agents "but shall not include small held on Tnesday, Jan. S. the folio,vinB
our allies and to a great extent their
I charge. Window weights wore hung strongly urged upon them. The duty population with food and other
arms or shot gun cartridges." The officers were elected.
K e e p s O u r B o d ie s W a r m
maPresident
F.
A.
Powers
so they would fall on a box of deto is so imperative, its obsei vance so terial.
I'in *• rich, red b lo o d is a ne c e s s i t y in.
most common form of licenses are (1)
tic- product inn ,,
J. S. Weiler nators if disturbed. Nails wore driven vital to our country's success, that it
Vendors license, authorizing the pur Vice-Pres.
We must meet the condition that our bodies warm. f animal heat. It keepe
\V. F. Titcomb on stairways so as to he literally trig should he kept constantly before, them.
W e all k n o w v e r y w e l l
chase, possession and sale of explos Cashier
that when the arteries that carry it t<;
Leland McElwee gers lor mines.
The proposition is plain and under
ives or ingredients. (2) Purchasers Asst. Cash.
a limb are hound or tied, the tempera*
Directors: S. Friedman. C. E. Wil
license, authorizing the purchased pos
In the trenches abandoned pieces standable. We have lessened the pro N oTICK ok FlilS t MKKTIN c; ok ( ' h k iu t o k s tor*- of th. imb is immediately lowered,
There
session of explosives and ingredients. liams, J. A. Browne. L. O. Ludwig, L. of clothing or equipment of most any ductive powers of tin* country by tak In the District Court o f the United States for
suggestion in this that, at
the Northern Division of the District of this tim
year especially, we should
(3) Foremans license, authorizing the H. Powers, J. C. McIntyre, F. M. kind connected with grenades; harm ing 2,000,uOu men away from the pro
Maine. In Bankruptcy.
t a k e f l o o d k Sarsaparilla, if our blood H
In the matter of
i
less looking telephone wire exploded ductive forces of the country; instead
purchase and possession of explosives Hume.
impoverished or
pale. H ood's
.\lex J. I.owrey
; In Bankruptcy impure,
and ingredients and the sale and Is
buried mines, the barbed wire of bar of producers of one kind or another
Sarsaparilla makes the blood good in
Bankrupt.
quality and quality. It has an unequaled
I'o the creditors of said Alex J. Lowre
ricades was on hair-trigger contact the soldiers are consumers of the prod
suance of same to workmen.
Ilot
in the county
of Aroostoo
record l'ur radically and permanently re
factories, and i of Houlton
Licenses can 'be obtained in HoulThe Irish potato on every table in with heavy explosives, and many other ucts. of our farms.
and District aforesaid, a bankrupt.
movin g blood diseases, scrofula, r h e u m 
Notice* is hereby given that on the 4th day atism and catarrh, and giving strength
ton from Walter B. Clark and M. M. America, every day in the year, is the cunning traps were laid for the mi mines, and when the munitions they
expend and will expend against the ; of .Jan A. 1). BUS the said Alex .J. Jx>w- and tone to the whole system. I t is i
Clark who has been appointed licen object of a campaign began last week ca refill.
rey w a s d u l y a d j u d i c a t e d
bank
enemy
is considered they are tre rupt ; and Unit the first meeting of his scientific combination of roots, barks,
sing agent for this vicinity, Licensing by the U. S. Food administration.
Barbed wire entanglements in some
creditors
will
lx*
held
at
the
office
of herbs and other medicinal
substances
Grocers will be asked to inaugurate Cases were found cunningly camou- mendous consumers of the manufac Edwin I.. Vail in Houlton, on the 2*5th
agents have also been appointed in
that have long been used by successful
j day of .Jan. A . 1). ltd 8, at 10:00 o'clock physicians. Get it today.
Ashland, Bridgewater, Ft. Kent, Pres a Potato day each week, selecting qageq so as (()
difficult to dintin- tured products of the country.
A tremendous amount of the manu- j in the forenoon, at which time the said
que Isle, Caribou, Van Buren, Ft. Fair- whatever dav is slack in deliveries
alU] when tripped over became
factoring
energy of the country has |creditors may attend, prove their claims,
field, Island Falls, Westfield, Mada- and making a special price. Fairly a vertible ambuscade.
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, C R O U P A T M I D N I G H T W E L L I N T H E
waska and Mars Hill. Leon O. Tibbetts regular purchases are to be urged on I Roads that appeared in perfect con been withdrawn from manufacturing 1and transact such other business as may
M O R N IN G
properly come before said meeting.
of Waterville has been appointed as the public, so that distribution will be dition were examined and found to the things we use in peace and j
A lew nights ago one o f my patrons
E D W IN L. V A I L ,
State Inspector and will furnish any equal everywhere for the next four conceal many traps. One trick con
Referee in Bankruptcy. had a small child taken with croup about
midnight,' ’ writes M. T. Davis,
B earsRab*d at Houlton. .Jan. 4, 1017.
information desired in regard to the or five months, relieving railroad con sisted of a chamber under the roadway
\ ill**, V . Va.
“ They came to my s t o r e
B A N K R U P T S P E T IT IO N FOR D IS
gestion and encouraging production with a very thin roof. A heavy shell
law.
and got a bottle o f F oley’s H oney and
CHARGE.
of a larger crop next spring.
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T I T I O N F O R D I S  Tar Before morning the child had e n was placed in the. chamber so that
I n the matter of
,
tirely recovered." Use or Jy F oley's
Improvements in the potato growing the detonator was touched when a Grover Ward well
for
CHARGE
Iii Bankruptcy
coughs, colds croup, and grip.
MRS. ADELINE M. HILL
methods are being studied by the de weight passed over the spot. Another
In the matter of
i
THE HATHKWAY DRUG CO.
The death of Mrs. Adeline M. Hill
George RMiimby
J in Bankruptcy
Bankrupt.
partment of agriculture.
Germany trap was arranged to allow troops to
Bankrupt.
which occurred Thursday, Jan. 3, after
plants twice as many potatoes as the pass safely but would blow up when To the I1()N. C i .a k k n c e H a i .k ,.Judge of the i T th H n „ ( ' t * h k v c k F U t k Imkre nf
a brief illness at the home of her
District Court of the United States for the | fhi
ni rh.‘ Court of* the
-United
A IE ’ Ju<lge
the District
States of
for
United States and gets more than an automobile, gun or transport wag
District of Maine.
daughter, Mrs. Allen T. Smith, has cast
the District of Maine.
GROVER
WARD
WELL
of
Carilnm
twice as many bushels per acre.
on passed. Entire east's of explosives
GEORGE O UI MB Y
of Houlton
a deep feeling of sadness over the
the County of Aroostook, and State of
“ Germany's wise use of potatoes were found buried a f.*w indies under in
Maine,
in
said
District respectfully In the County of Aroostcok. and State of
community In which she has lived.
in
said
District
respectfully
helps her to hold out against the alli roadbeds.
represents that on the 2nd day of May., last Maine,
Although a native of this county
past, be was dul y a d j u d g e d bankrupt represents that on the 2nd day of Oct., 1917
es” the food administrator says in urg
Experience has proved that when under the Act> of Congress relating to last past he was duly adjudged b a n k ru p t
having been born at Linneus in 1844,
ing the enemy’s own methods be turn
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrender under the Acts of Congress relating to
the
Germans leave a private bouse or ed
the greater portion of her life has been
all bis property and rights
of Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrender
ed against him.
to P a y y o u r
public building intact it is usually a property, and has fully complied
with ed all his property and lights of
spent in another state, so that few of
P o ta to F a r m e r s are F acin g a Loss
property, and has fully complied with
all
the
requirements
of
said
Acts
danger spot. Here explosions are re
the present generation have known
said
Acts
and of the orders of Court touching his all the requirements of
A. D. Wilson state food administra
and of the orders of Court touching his
her except for the past 13 years that
tarded by means of dock s which some bankruptcy.
tor of Minnesota, speaking before the
bankruptcy.
1
times tick away for more than a week
she has lived here with her daughter
W h k r k f o r e i i k PRAYS, That he may
W h k r k f o r e h k p r a y s , That he may
members of the Farm Bureau Asso
be
decreed
by
the
Court
to
have
a
full
dis
Mrs. Hill left Linneus when a young
before they set off the fatal charge.
ciation, declared that there was a sur
charge from all debts provable against his es be decreed by the Court to have a full d ia -1
« p / ’N ' m t / n
w v /* n
girl going to New Hampshire where
Small mines are liberally hidden in tate under said bankruptcy Acts, exoept charge from all debts provable against his esplus of from 40,000,000 to 100,000,000
tate under said bankruptcy Acts, exoept L I L l
|U||
I II U I
an elder sister lived, and it was there
floors, ceilings and walls. Many times such debts as are excepted by law from such debts as are excepted by law from L J L J L l j 1 1 \ 1 v> I ^l \ J | j
bushels of potatoes in the United Sta
such discharge.
such discharge.
t
that she met and wedded Joseph C.
a fuse is suspended in the chimney so
Dated this 27th day of Dec., A . 1). 1917
tes.
Dated this 28th day of Dec.. A . D. 1917.
Hill o f Dover In 1867, two years later
that it will eventually be ignited and
GEORGE Q U 1M B Y
GROVER WARDWELL
"Eat more potatoes" Mr. Wilson
they removed to Wakefield where she
communicate the spark to a conceal
Bankrupt.
Bankrupt.
urged
lived for a long number of years, her
ed mine. Sometimes a picture is left
Order
of
Notice
Thereon
O H D K lt O F N O T I C E T I I E I t E O N
"Farmers must realize a loss on tilted on a wall, with the Teutonic
husband passing away In 1887.
D is t r ic t o f M a i n e , Northern Division, ss Dist rict of M a i n e , Northern Division, ss.
their
potatoes
this
year,
even
below
On this 5th day of Jan. A. D. 1918,
After the death of Mr. Hill she spent
hope that some person disposed to
On this 5th day of Jan., A . D. 1918.
on reading the foregoing petition, it is—
on reading the foregoing petition, it is—
a considerable time in travel visiting the cost of production. They are per neatness will set it straight.
O r d e r e d b y t h e C o u r t , That a hearing
O r d e r k d h y t h k C o u h t , That a hearing
ishable and as a war food fall below
many states and places of interest.
Proof is not lacking, it has been be had upon the same on the 15th be bad upon the same on the 15th day or
Feb. A . D. 1918, before said Court at Ban
before
said
Mrs. Hill was a woman who posses corn, beans and wheat.”
learned, that, the enemy has eontami day of Feb. A . I). 1918,
gor
in
said
District,
Northern
Court
at Bangor in said District, Northern
sed a broad mind, a keen intelect, a
nated wells on .the western front, and Division at 10 o ’clock in the forenoon; and Division at ten o ’clock in the forenoon and that notice
thereof
be
published
reader of good books and had a very DEATH-TRAP MARK SET BY that he has left poison behind hih) i]h.. that
notice thereof be published
in
The Houlton Times a newspaper
printed
the
Houlton Times, a newspaper printed In
retentive memory, it was a great
in
said
District,
Northern
D
i
v
ision
the guise of flour.
7 lo said District, Northern Division, and that
GERMANS
and
that
all
known
c
r
e
d
i
t
o
r
s
,
and
pleasure to meet her and converse
other
A complete .toco* ! and study of Ger-' m known c r e d i t o r s and
WITH THE FRENCH ARMIES IN
other persons in interest, may appear at
persons
in
interest,
may
appear
at
upon the topics of the day as she al
THE FIELD (by mail)—Probably the man murder traps has been transmit the said time and place, and show cause, if the said time and place, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer o f said p-etl-,
ways took a strong interest in the
world’s record for death-trap treachery ted to the headquarters of the Ameri any they have, why the prayer of said petition tioner should not be granted.
events o f the times and kept herself
er
should
not
be
granted.
can army in France.
A n d i t is f u r t h e r O r d e r e d b y t h e
A n d it is f u r t h h b u O r d k r k d b y t h e
well posted on all current subjects. was established by the Germany Jn
C o u r t , That the Deputy Clerk shall send by
C
o
u
r
t
,
That
the
Deputy
Clerk
shall
send
by
their forced retreat from the Ai§nbr. (
mail to all known oreditors copies of said peti
No one was welcomed mme gladly at
mail to all known creditors copies of said peti tion
and this order, addressed to them at their
Thanks to their previous knowledge ■BANKRUPT’S PETITION FOR
DIStion
and
this
order,
addressed
to
them
at
this office than Mrs. Hill, for it al
places of residence as stated.
UIl A RGK.
tbeir places of residence as stated.
of snares usually left behind a retreat
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, O Y lri QflXTP lO , 1 - 0 r \ o r f»F
ways meant an hour of pleasure to the
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, Judge
I n the matter of
i
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, a i l U S t t V e
1 </ p e r L W
ing Germany army to catch the unwary,
Judge
of
the
said
Court,
and
the
seal
thereof,
editor.
Harry W. Hudson
>ln Bankruptcy.
at Bangor in the Northern Division of said
French troops
manoeuvered with
at
Bangor
in
the
Northern
Division
of
said
Bankrupt '
She was a writer of no mean ability slightest loss but through no fault of
District, on the 5th day of Jan. A. I). 1918. j District, on the 5thday Jan. A . D. 1918.
T o the H o n . C i. a k k m k H a m :, Judge of
W IL L IA M M. W A R R E N ,
and many of her articles have ap the enemy. Scattered everywhere in
[i,. «.]
WILLIAM M. WARREN, j (i.. s.)
ihe District Court of the United Mates foi
Deputy Clerk.
Deputy Clerk.
the District of Maine.
peared In the weekly and daily papers abandoned dugouts. trenches, houses,
- A tiue copy of petition’ and order thereon.
A
true
copy
of
petition
and
order
thereon.
.
..
t
,
,
,
,
,
,
»
.
w
nr
*
,„ .r v T
H A R R Y W. H U D SO N of Chapman
in NeW England, especially the Spring- stables, wire entanglements and on
Attest. WILLI\M M. WARREN, *
A ttest: WILLIAM M. WARREN,
in the County of Aroostook, and State of
field Republican, to which she was a roads were concealed a conglomera Maine, in * said
Deputy Clerk
Deputy Clerk.
District,
respectfully
represents that on the 2Jrd day of Jan. 191 7 last
frequent contributor.
tion of cunningly arranged slaughter past be was duly adjudged bankrupt under
Dnglng all her life Mrs. Hill made it traps without parallel in uncivilized tin* Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy;
that he has duly surrendered all bis pro
sn obligation to meet people and to warfare.
perty and rights of property, and has full j’
make friends, friendships that became
Dugouts freshly abandoned were wmplied vvi.h all the requirements of said
a great comfort to her as the years found literally filled with traps. A long Acts ami of the orders of Court touching big j
, - - \ <•
•
A j
rolled on; to the last her mind was narrow branch barring the way to an bankruptcy.
W h k r k f o r k h e P R A V siT h a t he' may
active and deeply appreciative of all
entrance would, if removed, produce be decreed by the Court to have,a full dis
things that were for good and for the
charge from all debts prpyeabiti? against hi&
an explosion in the shelter a few estate under said bankruptcy Acts, except
uplift o f the community.
moments later. An innocent looking such debts as are excepted b y -la w from such
Mrs, Hill is survived by an only book on a table would deonate a discharge.
Dated this 1sth dav of Dec. A . I). 1P17.
daughter. Mrs. Allen T. Smith, and one charge it touched. Coal in convenient
Ha r r y w . H u d s o n
sister, Mrs. Sarah Crommett of Pat ly filled buckets proved, on examina
’
Bankrupt.
ten.
O R D E R OK N O T IC E T H E R E O N
y'
tion, to be literally mixed with high
•
of Maine. Northern Division, ss.
*
Funeral service was held Sunday explosives. Stovepipes were charged District
On this Sth day of Jan. A . D. 1918, on
afternoon which was attended by a to blow up if a fire was started.
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
O r d e r e d iiy t h e C o i : h t , That a healing
large number of sorrowing friends, at
Telephone wires seeminly leading to be had upon the same on the 15th day of
which time Rev. T. P. Williams spoke
at
connecting room- were in reality Feb. A . I). 191H, before said Court
In said District, N o r t h e r n
words o f comfort to the family.
wires connecting a hidden mine which Bangor,
Division,
at 10 o ’ c 1 o c k in the
The body which was placed in the
forenoon; and that notice thereof be publish
ed in the Houlton Times, a
newspaper
receiving tomb in Evergreen cemetery
d r i n t e d ;
in
said
District,
for the present, will later be removed
Northern Division, and
that all known
creditors, oiid other persons in interest, may
to Wakefield, N. H., where It will be
appear at'ttopsaid time and place, and show
laid beside that of her husband.
come mostly from disorders of cause, if any they have, why the prayei of
(New Hampshire papers
please
the stomach, liver and bowels. said petitioner should not be granted.
A N D IT 18 F U R T H E R O R D E R E D 14Y THK
copy)
Regulate these organs and keep

NEW EXPLOSIVE LAW

I wish to announce to the voters of
Aroostook County that 1 will be a can
didate for the Republican nomination
for the office of County Attorney in
the June primaries next, and most re
spectfully solicit the support of my
friends.

EAT POTATOES

J

Do Not Forget

BILL

Before Thursday
Jan. 10

Houlton Water Co.

V A R IE T Y

VALUE

Do You W ant a Coat or a Suit
Do You W ant a Dress or a Set of Furs

Do You Want to Save 2 5 cents on Every Dollar You
-------S p e n d ---------------------------------

We are closing out our Stock of Fall and Winter Coats, Suits,
Dresses and Furs at this big saving to you, and now it is up to
----- you to take advantage of this offer

Headaches

free from headaches by using

A BOOK OF SMILES
When the first Canadian contingent
landed In France In the feverish early
days of the war, Private Peat marched
alone to ^jhe battle front. He was there
two yean, "in hell," as he puts It; was
gaeaed at Ypres, took part in the
Ighttnf that made the Canadians famoas, was badly wounded, but managed
to pull through and received his dlsofcar^e.

BEECHAH’S
PULS

I srs«t S«l« si Any ll*dkl»*fa A* W«r!4
ft*M

fa Iw

m

* 10c.. 25c.

C o u r t ’, 'That the Deputy Clerk shall send by
mail to all known creditors copies of said peti
tion and this order, addressed to them at
then places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale
Judge o f the said Court, and the seal thereof
at Bangor, in the Northern Division of said
District, on the Sth day of Jan , A. I). 1918.
; l . s .) w i l l i a m m . w a r d e n ,
Deputy Clerk.
A true copy o f petition and order thereon.
Attest: W I L L I A M M. W A R R E N ,
Deputy Clerk

The writer was possessed of too
clear a vision, and too earnest a spirit
hack o f his ever-ready good humor, to
have missed the grave, deeper mean
ing o f what he saw and endured and
what he felt and experienced he has
put into his book.
The story’s strongest
haps is in the fine ardor
consciously revealed, an
and joy in adventure no
danger can extinguish.

appeal per
of youth un
enthusiasm
hardship or

The story of the battle at Ypres
when, for the first time, the Germans
poured their clouds of poisonous gas
out over their surprised enemies, fair
ly brings the fighting home to the
reader.
The last chapter, which tells of what
happened after he was wounded, is
not written by Private Peat. With a
nice sense o f delicacy he lets Mrs.
Peat write that

65 Coats—Originally priced from $13.50 to $56\

25 Suits—Originally priced

N ow 2 5

from $18.50 to $35
/

70 Dresses—Originally priced from $10 to $27.60

o

*LOU

Furs of all kinds, sets or separate pieces,
Originally priced from $4.60 to $76,

Ai& after all that he gathered himeelf together to write a "book of
■Bailee" about the war.
There yon have the spirit that pervades his book. It's a story of the
trenches with plenty o f good humor in
it, a story with a marked individuality
bet not by any means entirely a book
of smiles.

Remember—26% Discount, which means 25 cents off ol every
dollar you spend. We have quite a large stock on hand and
are taking this means to clear our racks.

Discount

Dalay Bakar’a M other Soya

It Really Doesn’t Take
Much Time to Bake
at Home
Many women hesitate about
baking at home because of the
time they think it will take.
The fact is that in these days
it doesn’t take long at all. Sim
ply use more yeast. It won’t
taste in the bread if the dough
is closely watched and put in
the oven at the right time.
With prices the highest in
years, you owe it to yourself
and family to take the little
time necessary to bake at home.

Do your part In saving by cut
ting your bread cost in two—
and give them better bread.
Of course, a lot depends on the
flour you use. My favorite is
William Tell. It has a deli
cious natural flavor and won
derful baking qualities. It's
made in Ohio—guaranteed un
der the Ohio Better Flour
Label, by the Ansted and Burk
Company who make it, and by
the grocer who sells it.

MARKET
SqU A R E

E V E R Y T H IN G
IN LADIES WEAR

Use W ILLIAM TELL Hour
Th* /four of the tripl* guarani** that take*
th* ache out of bah* and put* tht flavor in.

S E R V IC E

S T Y L E

HOULTON

TIMES,

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 9, 1918

: Buy War Savings Certificates and
R. C. I. NOTES
(Contributed by Junior English Class) i Thrift Stamps. If you don’t come
Pin. O w n e r
May
The students and Faculty of R C. : across the Kaiser will,
'Highest Cash Price Paid For Live Found— A Ssa rf
21!
have
same
by
calling
at
Houlton
chickens or fowl. Tel. 59*4.
1. wen; niiu h pleased to listen to an j Reduced rates on the Bangor and
;------’ Trust Co.
12
A d vtg.
interesting talk given by Miss Florence Aroostook R R . have been secured by
Tw o New Milch Cows For Sale—-W. -_------—
--------- --------------- —------- ;—
Dale at Thursday morning chapel. the transportation committee of the
E Panjoy. Tel. 802-22.
12p For Sale on Easy Terms, a Piano playBraclets, Watches, at OSGOOD'S All Her speech was on the many things Houlton Motor ( ’ar b a l e r s Assn., dur
er and large number of records for
OSGOOI) suggests l>serul Jewelry.
same, in lirst class condition. Ap Ask about his Fair Play Prices.
Iprices.
For Sals or Rent— New house on
which she had seen and heard during Iing their second annual show
ple to TIMES Office.
22
Green St., a bargain. Apply to D.
John
A.
Tenny
spent
Sunday
at
\
E.
L.
Cleveland
returned
Saturday
her travel through the country. She
21p J. Connors.
If the F in d e r of a Lady's Gold W a t c h , home with his family.
i from a business trip to Poston.
especially warned the students to be
A RARE COIN
used in a wrist strap, will return
A Capable Girl for General Housework
Save from Five to Fifty Dollars on I Call at the TIMES office for sub- patriotic, loyal to their school and the ‘ Miss Violet Robinson of this town
same
to
TIMES
Office,
reward
will
may obtain a position by ^Pblyins
i is the owner of one of the very few
stars l(nd stripes.
1scriptions to all magazines.
be paid. Lost Monday afternoon on a Diamond at OSGOOD’S.
to Mrs. Chas. W. Harmon. Tel. 222S. C. Cummings, of Haynosvillo. was
Market
Square
or
Main
St.
12p
■25 cent U. S. gold pieces in existence,
Miss
Dale
is
a
well
known
speaker
2. ___________________ _________________ _________________________________________ a business raller in town Friday.
Miss Rose Donovan was confined to
i
It is a diminutive coin, the smallest
being
a
State
agent
for
rural
schools,
jthe
house
last
week
with
a
severe
One 1916 Ford Touring Car; One 1917 W a n t e d — E ld e rly physician, no relaOrder your Saturday Evening Post
;
**ver
made in this country, not much
and everybody wishes her to lie pre
Maxwell Touting Car for sale. In-| fives, good habits, desires a penna
cold.
larger than the head of a good-sized
quire of L. R. Ingraham, Ford Garnent home, children and music pro and Ladies' Dome Journal at the j
sent again with the school.
Order your renewals on all maga
age, Bangor St.
251 ; ferred, give full description, names, TIDES office.
By the graduation of the class of , tack. It is said that there are only
*
— ------------------------- —---- i ages and price. Address Good Ufa 1th,
Dr. F. W. Mitchell accompanied by zines at the TIMES office.
'17,
R. C. f.. lost four members of her ;-ln pieces in circulation. The coin
Anyone desiring Dressmaking Done
Houlton TIMES.
22p
his daughter Dorothy, left. Saturday,
An embargo has been placed on all basketball team, Farley being the only hears the date 1S55. “ 1-4 dollar" and a
by the Day. may procure such. by
telephoning Miss Edith L. Philbrick Lost— Monday, a Sm a ll Black Spaniel for Halifax on business.
shipments ot hay. effective Jan. ( . so ulan
from last year's squad. But figure. Only $50 of them were issued
49 Franklin St. Tel. 195M.
Hip j dog, 7 or 8 inos. old, wearing collar
Drink Maple Spring water and en- that no shipments can he made until there is plenty of good material in the and most of them have been retired
bearing name, “ Tige," and owner's joy good health. Send your orders to it. is removed.
school at present, and under the efii- from circulation. They were too small
Desirable Home For Rent, 8 Rooms,
name: “ Mrs. F. W. Camp. Woodcity water, with good stable, known
stock." Will finder kindly notify J. G. Donovan, Westfield. Me.
PREMIUMS FORD ears will he cient coaching of Prof. Roix. a T7 for practical use.
as the Kidder farm on Court St
Mrs. Camp at 25 Spring St., or Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Crafts are the at a premium soon. Place vour order “ star," they will develop a good team.
Apply to Mrs. Don A. H. Powers.
444-2.
12 proud possessors of a new baby girl now through Berry & Benn
Although not
fast as last year's
POLITICAL NOTES
which was born Dec. 28th.
team,
they
are
good
steady players
According to the wise ones in this
All those who wish to pay their Y.
#«VorF you purchase a Farm pr House,
TA X N O TIC E
DO YOU BELIEVE IN PREPARED
bo sure to call on C. O. Grant. Real
Interest at the rate of 12 per cent, NESS ? Then place your order for a M. U. A. suberiptions may do so to T. and are expected to bring home the section the coming primaries will pre
Estate Agency, Market Sq., and ex
laurels.
sent more or less surprises for politi
C.S. Berry, the Treasurer.
will be added to all taxes remaining
amine his fine list c? desirable pro unpaid
January 1st. as per vote of |FORD ear at once. Berry & Benn.
The Y. ,\f U. A. held its first meet- cal offices.
48tf
The
best
dreessers
in
Houlton
are
perties.
town.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert G. Miller are purchasing their Shirts and Clothes ’
ot' tbe New Year on the evening of
We are informed on good authority
W. E. SWETT.
receiving congratulations on the birth from ( ’. B. Esters, who has the most January
■For Sale— Farm, Village Home, Wood
Tin* leaders were Messrs, that one of HouRon’s well know busi
Collector of Taxes.
of a son which arrived Saturday.
lota and timber lands. Inquire Jack
up to date lines in the County.
Woodard, Jones, who spoke on "New ness men. who has many friends, will
in* £ Jackins, Real Estate Agency, Office, Dalton & Leighton's, Main St.
Well look at that! Did you ever see
352
Year Resolutions." Their talk was verv he a candidate for the office of Sheriff,
Messrs.
Allan
Quimbv,
of
Portland,
Hamilton ft Burnham Block. Office
such a classy looking suit as that fel and M. P. Milliken, of Stockholm, were ! interesting, and was enjoyed by tin and if so he can secure the nomina
Hours, 8 a. m. to 8 p. m.
low had on? He bought it at C. B. in town Friday on business.
ANNOUNCEMENT
Inumber of hoys present,
tion “ hands down."
Buy Holstein Bulls in Maine and Save
Having served my district as a Re Esters, and it is only a sample of his
j
On
Thursday
afternoon.
Jan.
3.
the
It is also understood that one of the
Buy useful Jewelry at OSGOOD'S
money. Grandsons of King Lyons presentative to the Legislature for the latest lines of suitings.
,
Y
W.
O
.
A.
held
its
weekly
meeting,
well
known attorneys of the Aroos
for
Gifts.
and of high testing dams.
Large
Frank Hughes and Elmer Lawler
the
first
of
the
new
year.
Miss
Hod
took
bar,
a man of experience and good
vigorous calves 7-8 white.
Write past two terms. I shall he a candidate
F. W. Burns of Fort Fairfield, the
iis today, other stock for sale. 100 for State Senator from Aroostook both graduates of R. ( ’. !. class of T7.
man
and
.Miss
Lillian
Sutherland
act
judgement
will in the near future an
left. 'Thursday, for Boston, where they veteran Deputy collector of customs, ed as leaders. .Miss Sutherland gave a nounce his candidacy for the position
head grades and registered. Spring- County, at the primaries in June
was
in
town
Friday
on
business.
dale Farms, Gray. Maine.
352
The importance of the farming in go to seek employment.
very interesting address on "Doing of County Attorney, making three can
The Houlton Cash Market is sliow- Our Best." .Miss Gilmore acted as
Why pay Big Store Prices when
dustry in the state and Aroostook Co..
didates for this position.
•*Over The Top' And At 'Em! A fam iliar is of greater importance now than! OSGOOD has the same goods at fair hng a good assortment of all kinds of
pianist for a duel snug by the Misses
phrase heard by the JACKINS REAL
meats, in addition to Fresh Fish and Lew-in and Scott.
ESTATE AGENCY. Our customers ever before. My experience in the low-! Prices.
POTATOES
Houlton friends of Mr. and Mrs. S. Oysters.
are clamoring for all kinds of Real er house is of great value to me, and
.Mr. Frank A. James, a former teach
The local market continues to be
Estate and we are Hammering away j j
support of all my friends G. Green, of Caribou, will he pleased
William Murray a member of the er at Ricker, who is now at Camp quiet with very little stock moving
au
T s^ a liin g^ off Beat Uit °u p :an(* acquaintances to consider my can- to learn that their home was recently IJ. S. Navy, spent a few days in town Devons, has received an appointment this week, and no offerings at all last
here on DOUBLE QUICK with.didacy, and the farmers place in the gladdened by the arrival of a son and jlast weekwith hisparents.
Mr. and to the officers training school. This j week. $2.00 per mo lbs. being the pre
whatever you’ve got to sell. W e’ll j senate of the State of Maine.
heir.
j.Mrs. Clarence Murray. Military
St
honor is only given to about one in i vailing price.
shoot it across in the same time, j
Respectfully,
| Wm. Mcllroy, the saw dentist, has | A (;()OI) IUry . i( *ym| l)hivo your
fifty.
,
There have been shipped from the
--------------------------- CYRUS W. BENN.'given treatment to 299 saws, during j o n l e r f o r
F O R 1 ) car nmv. ‘ lo avoi(,
1917 crop up to Saturday 6,296 cars
Among
those
who
did
not
return
to
Bp««d For Sale— The Grey Pacing
.........." the last year and every time a success. I j-^ortag* in the spring and prohahh
M are Leila Burns by Bobby Burns
school are Vital Pelletier. '2b and Otis compared to 15,3.61 from the 1916
Give him a trial.
ECKMANS
increase inprice. Berry & Benn.
Standard and registered. Mark 2 Bouchie. '21. Mr. Pelletier has accept- crop.
Miss Clara Porter has returned to
13*4. nine years old. eligible 2.16
The Produce News says of last
Mrs.
Plooma
Ingersoll
leaves
Wash•
e(i
a reliable position in one of the Iumclass next season. Weighs 1100
Bucksport, to resume her studies at
jington, D. (’ . this week for Los Ange- her <amps near lib home in Winter week's conditions:
pounds and is perfectly sound and
the E. M. S. (’., after a short visit
kind in every way. Raced to her
Because of the extreme cold weath
|les, "Cul., where she will spend the ville.
with
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ira
mark this season. Also Bay Trot
FOR THROAT AX3 LUNGS
er there has been almost no potato
|winter with her sister. Mrs. t’rowG. Porter.
ting mare Miss Jolla by Binjolla A radium rwvr.pnn
tti.it will bring iv
market this week. Shippers did not
thers.
. (i’).t chroni:' rasif'"
Three years old. Standard and Reg n«*r
Christain Science services held each
To.
1.
f'
i
"i
n,
a
I
kcm
m ' iii
dare
to load any quantity for the mar
istered. No mark. Worked a few’
Talk about good looking Shirts, one
Sunday at 11.30 Sincock Hall. Jan.
i 1 ■> ,-cl. nr- '
weeks the past season and then tains no im nnlul
ket
and
buyers were afraid to pur
, g*.
T r v t h e m tui l. i y.
of Houlton s good dressers was askturned to pasture. Kind, clever and 5 0 cents a box, including war tax 13th, Subject: “ Sacrament." On the
chase
for
fear stock would either be
lst Wednesday evening of each month
other daj where he bought his
perfectly sound, weight 900 pounds,
frozen
or
so
badly damaged in drayl
o
r
h
b
I
c
hr
nil
<!rti?ri*t«
at 7.30 a Testimonial meeting is held, j «Wrts. That's easy got them at C. That ifi why he is such a great w in
together with Harness, boots racing
JurkniHo L a b o r a to r y . rt;Ua<li')|tlun
sulky, speed sleigh, robes and carAll are welcome
' B. Esters of course. The finest line ner, accomplishes so much, why he ing to their stores as to be absolutely
Huge all at a bargain. Going out o f ' d i s s o l u t i o n OF PARTNERSHIP
“ Over The Top" is the most r e a l-jof samples to select from ever seen, overcomes obstacles and knows no worthless. Practically every car that
reached either the up-town or dow’nW
,t House.
v h u M “ l?VeLrR-ton0
N*hBn’
PUBLIC
NOTICE
IS the
H E RunderE B Y istic book of the war ever written,! The regular meeting of the Woin-j such thing as failure.
ker
Fredericton, N.
B. ^52
352 GIVEN
That
whereas
Iron in the successful formula for town yards this week showed frost or
18ign.ed William C. Donnell and Frank by Sergt. Empev. an American who Jan’s Alliance of the Unitarian church; IVptiron, which also includes pepsin, frozen. It made no difference wheth
A. Peabody have hitherto been engaged spent a year and a half in the Tren-j will be held with All's. W. u. Donnell i nux, celery and other tonics, seda
NOTICE
in the business of selling fire insurance ches in France. It tells What our on Wednesday afternoon. January 9 tives and digestives, helps to give er the shippers lined or heated their
The annual meeting of the Aroos as
cars or not. They arrived frozen just
copartners, under the firm name
On 1918,at 2.30.
strength, color and body to the the same. Demand under these con
took County Patrons Mutual Hre In- and sty,e Q( I)onnell & Peabody, that boys will have to go through.
surance Company will be held at Miin
.. |)artnershin is herebv dissolved sale at the TIMER Office.
; Maple Spring wat^r is equal to diet blood; reddens pale cheeks, steadies ditions was abnormally light and even
the nerves, nourishes and gives
V ‘ P f' «»''• , ^ T e n 00e A M°
y' S m S w S S S S t and that t t T C
celebrated Poland water in every wav.
the small supplies were not taken care
FR EE OF CHARGE
stamina to the whole body.
J*
^ e r n e s t ' t m' g i . a u k i . in .
ness ln the rutu,e wl" be ca,Tled on
Leave vour orders at the T I M F S
of.
by
the
said
Frank
A.
Peabody,
who
Any
adult
suffering
from
cough,
Peptiron
is
in
pill
form,
chocolate
Secretary.
_______
will collect all obligations due said cold or bronchitis is invited to call °flhe.
N. Y. State shippers are practically
coated, pleasant to take, easily as
-----------; partnership and pay all bills.
at the Broadway Pharmacy and g e t !
similated— the most successful com refusing to load until the weather mod
HSR TROUBLE IS GONE
j
Dated at Houlton, Maine, this first absolutely free, a sample bottle o f ; •
bination of iron that its makers, ( ’. J. erates. What few quotations are re
Mrs. Thomas H. Davis. Montgomery, dav ()f j anuaryt 1918.
Boschee’s German Syrup, a soothing i
F A R M FOR S A L E
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass., know of.
Ind., says she had trouble with her bladWILLIAM C. DONNELL
ceived from there are on the basis of
and healing remedy lor all lung trou- j
It is the medicine for von.
der and had doctored for several months
FRANK A PFTAROHV
of
the
best
potato
farms
in
$2.25 and 2.35 delivered in bulk, or
bles, which has a successful record of
O ih
without relief, when Foley Kidney Pills.
*
;{2 fifty years. Gives the patient a good Aroostook County. About 100 acres
It will put iron into your Mimd.
around $2.50 sacked. Very little West
were recommended and she commenced j __________________________________ ___ _______ ____
night’s rest free from coughing, with i under the very best cultivation, free ;
ern stock is coming. Some offers of
using them and got relief. They relieve j
CARD OF T H A N K S
free expectoration in the morning. 1from rocks, cuts about loo tons o f ;
P U B L IC N O T IC E
backache, vheumatism. stiff, swollen
The Bangor Jewish Relief Corn$2.4o per 100 have been made, but
Regular sizes, 25 and 75 cents.For 1first class bay, 2oacres plowed for [
Houlton. Maine, January 7th. 1918. very little business has been done.
joint a and kidney trouble.
[ mittee wishes to extend their thanks sale in all civilized countries.
; potatoes, in acres for oats and can:
T H E H A T H E W A Y DRUG CO.
to the public and to all the commit ---------------------------------------------------------- ! plow as much as
you like in a nice! All persons having bills or claims The few Maines offered sold on the
■tees in Aroostook County for their c o 
GETS GOOD RESULTS QUICKLY ’ smooth field. Only 1L miles from B against the Town of Houlton will
settlement be- basis of $4.50 and 4.75 180 lbs. Offers
operation and assistance in the camTilt's,, few tines from .1. F. Haynes, ! & A station, extra good barn 40 X9 p , please present saine for settb
to Maine shippers of $2.60 100 lbs. de
' paign in Aroostook County just com- .MeAIester, <>kla., deserve earful reading i with two large sheds, one 40x20, one j f o r e
f
o-AA/l stable-room fm*
aivac
^ H A N K A.. 1 K A B O l ) ^
! pleted, and it is their sincere wish by every one who values good health : \40x18,good
for d
6 L
horses.,
livered did not secure any shipments.
HOWARD WEBB
! that all may have a happy and pros- “ I find no medicine which acts so mild- j House is small but will do for small ■
Long Islands are doing the best of any
ROBERT M. LAWLIS
42
( perous year.
ly and quickly with good results as Holey j family; elegant well of never failing!
potatoes
coming here for the reason
; Bangor Jewish Relief Committee
Cathartic
Tablets. They
empty
the ; water in
door yard 14S feet deep, j
that because of the short haul, ship
i
Simon Cohen. Chairman.
stomach and bowels, giving all of
t h e | n jce brook for water to spray
potaLouis IUrstein, Treas.
digestive organs a healthy action.
pers from there are aole to get thfeir
{toes close by; all kinds of farming j
THE HATHEWAY URT'D m
! tools, reaper and hinder, manure f
stock here practically free from tran
spreder, 2 mowing machines. 2 horse
sit frost. Most of the Long Islands
rakes, 2 wagons Lougee make, 2 wheel
are of good quality and are selling
cultivators, 2 sulky plows, 2 Hurd
Wanted, to represent, well-known bank$2.60 and 2.65 per 100. Pennsylvanian
plows, 3 disk Harrows, 3 Spring tooth
j The Neal internal treatment cures
Harrows, Hay Forks and Horse Forks,
in" house in this territory dealing in
are in little better demand than last
the periodical, occassional or moder
2 Grind stones, and all kinds of handweek, the general price on them be
listed
securities,
opportunity
to
do*
tools, also a good pair of farm horses
ate drinker, the habitual and exces
— O N A N P A F T K R —■
ing
$2.30 per 100 f. o. b. Receivers
to suit you. Will sell the farm alone
sive drinker and the nervous man who
velop extensive business. Write H. K.
Cannot see any hope of an im juw eor with everything mentioned above.
has to drink to keep from becoming
Must sell at cnee as I have other busi
Wade. Bangor House, Bangor, ami ar
ment in the potato market until con
more nervous. It takes away &U in
ness. Corue and look this plac« over,
ditions moderate.
range
personal
interview.
Want half down, balance on easy
i’ clination to drink, all desire and cravI
terms.
ting for drink by neutralizing the poiPublic Place
fson of alcohol in the system and rid, "How much do you w'eigh, Arahel
!
Also F o r Sale
! ding the blood of the poison by a rapid
lo?"
1 A 2 story dwelling house in island
: process of elimination leaving the
Falis, right in the village, rents for
"Why, 140 pounds. Gracie. dear.’’
! drinker in the samie normal condition
per month, house practically
"Stripped?"
the was before tasting liquor, so far as
new with good cement wall, piazza,
C o n d u c t o r s is « 4S >
|
“ Heavens n o’ I got. weighed in a
up-stairs and down connected with
I the effeets of the alcohol are concerndrug store."
city water and also wired for electric
,ed all appetite for drink gone and
M o to r m e n
«,
y rs. ;
lights, good schools and ln a thriving
} he a new man.
little
town
with
lots
of
manufacturing.
W A S F E E L IN G A L L R U N D O W N
\v
i
Taxes low, insurance paid for 3 years
j For further information, write, call or
Louis Buckner, Somerset, Va., writes:
i
ahead on $1,400. This place a good
phone
A 1’ 1‘ I.Y -----j ! I was feeling all run down; tired with
trade for $2,000 but I will give some
pains
in my back. After taking Foley
one a good trade if you want to buy.
Bay State Street Railway Co,
j 'Kidney fills 1 felt like a new man.'’
will take half down, balance on easy
Backache, rheumatic pains, .stiff joints,
Si i{j! . nf l\nl |>lo.vm<-nt
j ,sme muscles, swollen ankles, and .sleepterms
Inquire of.
disturbing bladder ailments yield quick
CHAS. H. BERRY.
20 Central St.
Boston
166 Pleasant Avenue
Houllon Me,
ly in ibis time-tired remedy.
PO RTLAND,
M A IN E
Tel 469 1.
T H E H A T H E W A Y DRUG CO.

CLASSIFIED

CLASSIFIED ADS

ADS

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

HE HAS IRON

IN HIS BLOOD

Ill Water Rates
AreNowDue !A Liquor Cure
and must be paid

!

Local
Correspondent

That Never Fails

N O T I C E

on or before Jan.

31, at the oA ce of

Jan. 1, 1918

th e

We wMI be located
In our new offices
in (own

Houlton Water 6e.

M a n s u r Block

Mechanic Street

Room 21

Opposite the American
Express Company

The Neal Institute

Wanted

Bowker Fertilizer
Company
Houlton, Me.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

^ Final Last of the Season Mark Down and Closing Out Sale of Coats, Suits, Dresses,
- Skirts and Furs at Wonderful Bargains
Every Coat, Every Suit, IJvery Dress, SKirt or Fur must go. Thousands of dollars worth ot High Grade Merchandise at prices that
will close out all fall and winter merchandise in quick order.

The styles are too numerous to quote prices in this ad
Now is the accepted time to make your garment purchases. You know the established reputation of this store for handling
strictly high grade merchandise.
Remember the entire stock will be put on sale Saturday, January 12, at genuine, last of the season Sacrifice Prices

GARMENT

STOIFt E

Second Floor of Store formerly occupied by McLeod Bros.
D. P. McLeod, Prop.

L

Next to John Watson Company

56 Main Street

l

HOULTON

TIMES,

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 9, 1918

soon as bought. As a further pre- vestors in railway securities that their ize that by this administration act all
caution you should write your name rights and interests will be as scrupu- these securities are, by a stroke of the
and the number of your certificate lously looked after by the Government President's pen (because it must be
f i n a n c i a l across
the face1 of the stamp.
as they could be by the directors of believed that ( ’engross will confirm
Should you lose* a registered cer the several railroad systems, and as- these great benefits promptly), made
tificate you may ge*t your money bae k sorts that lie will recommend to Con- as good in a way for the period of the
after a reasonable time by applying gross that these definite guarantees war as the Government's own issues,
UNCLE SAM’S SAVINGS STAMPS to the postoflice1 when1 it was regis be given: "First, that ihe railway pro- a sense of the enormous benefits to
Thrift, thrift, and economy have
perties shall be maintained during the the whole country whic h have thus
been forced on the public by pressure tered.
At maturity tin* government will period of Vderal control in as good been produced comes like a flood of
of eireumtances.
redeem all war savings stamps at $5 repair an as complete equipment as sunlight to drive away the gloom.
In kitchen and counting room, in
eaedi, either at the treasury depart- when taken over by the Government;
This attitude of the Administration
barracks and banks, among men,
ment at Washington or at any money and, second, that the roads shall re towards railroads furnishes reasons
women and children, conservation,
order postoffice, and if it is registered, eeive a net operating income equal in ’ for believing that the same broad coneconomy and thrift are practised.
at the office of registration.
each cast* to the average income of^dition of mind may prevail in treat
And yet the government is not sat
Registration may be changed from the three* years preceding June* 30. j ment of leading commodities, loll a:
isfied, or else it is so appreciative of
one postoflice to another, if the per- 1917." And the President affirms his . steel, copper,coal, etc.
the good work that it desires to aid
it. So it has perfected a new agency son has changed his residence, on confidence that justice will be done The P re s id e n t’s Grasp of the Situation
and full security assured to the own-j
The President has again met an imthat appeals directly to those of small making proper application.
Should it become necessary
for : ers and creditors of the great systems portant national crisis in a broad, ef
means.
you to realize1 the value of vour which the Government must now use fective, and courageous way IP* has
Some millions of those who could
stamps at any time you may do so under its own direction.
shown complete umbustanding of a
do so have purchased Liberty bonds.
by
applying
at
any
money
order
postUnder
the
circumstances,
there
complicated
situation and has applied
Bond owners and others may now buy
office
and
giving
10
days’
notice,
or
could
perhaps
be
no
better
solution
concrete
effective
remedies with
war savings stamps, paying for them
for investors or a more stable assur promptness and with judicious busi
hiore
promptly
by
applying
at
the
in instalments if desired.
These
ance to the industrial structure of tin ness sense. Xot least gratifying are
stamps cost $4.12 each, and in 1923, office where it Was registered. There
fore there is another advantage in whole country than this lifting of the his
provisions for the important
only five years hence, the government
transportation system of the country financial side of the problem and for
having it registered.
will buy them back for $5.00, a very
The value of the stamp for each out of a most serious situation, under the interests of investors.
fair rate of interest.
month is printed on its back, so you which the railroads of the country
The appointment of Mr. McAdoo as
The first thing to do, unless one
may know just what your savings wen1 steadily headed for bankruptcy, Director-General is in line with the
is prepared to pay $4.12 at once, is
and investment amount to at any bv reason of the inexorable rise in other wise provisions of the Presi
to buy a 25-cent thrift stamp. Keep
time, and the table accompanying this prices of materials and in cost of labor dent's proclamation.
In all of the
on buying them whenever you can
article shows just bow it appreciates on the one hand, and the iron hand of'great war responsibilities placed upon
until you have 16 of these stamps
unwise rate regulation on the other.
in value.
him as Secretary of tin
reasury and
pasted on a card which you may
All these regulations and restric T u r n in g Poin t for Railroads to Better as Cabinet officer, he ha; shown eonsecure at any bank or postoflice. Then
tions may appear to be so much red
stantlv developing execut ve ability of
Conditions
exchange these and 12 cents for a war
tape, but they are the simple pre
The turning point disasi<*r-wards in the highest order. App ovai of hi.
savings stamp and keep it till 1923,
cautions that must be taken to safe the railroad situation took place in
when it will be worth $5 and may be
guard any financial transaction and l!)li>. when rate incrmises were denied
redeemed like a money order.
are for your protection rather than and kept down over sinoo; tin* turn
Uncle Yarn's Easy Way to Save
that of the government.
about towards safety is now effected ^
Or. if you prefer, buy a war saving
in tills action of ;ln* President. For;
If
this
does
not
tell
you
all
you
want
stamp at once and along with it take
not only during the duration of tin* war ^
to
know
about
this
easy
way
of
aid
a certificate with 2<> spaces for mere
may the position of tin* investors in (
ing
the
government,
inquire
at
any
stamps. When you have filled these
postofiice
or
bank,
or
write
to
the
war
railroad
securities b afeguarded, but j
20 spaces with stamps at $4.12 each,
put the certificate away till the time savings committee at Washington. it is impossible to imagine (hat ever
o f redemption and then realize $100 ’Pbose who are borrowing money, or afterwards these victim* ot mistaken ,
acting as agents for borrowers, are al regulation will again be thrown to tin*
on it.
ways glad to furnish information to tigers. In other words, from now on it |
Simple, isn’t it?
is to be expeited and relied upon that
lenders.
And easy, too?
whatever future in control may evolve, |
Almost any one can make a begin
N ow She is Strong and W e ll
ning, and once the beginning is made THE PRESIDENT SOLVES THE the owners of the roads will not be al- ,
lowed again to suffer distastin’ through
Berkeley, Cal.—“ I war t -vous,
It Is easy to keep it up.
irritable, no appetite, could , . _ t sleep,
mistaken theories of regulation.
RAILROAD
PROBLEM
It is merely a reversal of the fre
Whatever mav be the uncertainties and was always tired, so my house
The railroad problem, for the dura
quent practice of buying on the in
has
been
solved
hv
surrounding
the situation in other work was a great effort. After many
tion
of
the
war,
stalment or easy payment plan.
other medicines had failed Vinol
Instead of getting your goods first the President’s action. The problem directions, wo have in this action of built me up and made me strong. I
and paying for them in small amounts, wras both physical and financial. Phy- the President an authoritatively con- jhave agood appetite and sleep well,
you pay in the small amounts and sically it was impossible, under the structive movement, which will go far ( Every nervous, weak,ailing woman
draw interest on what you have paid. hampering laws, to operate the roads to stabilize all other conditions as the should try it.”— Mrs. N. Edmunds,
The Christmas clubs and other sav as one service, and only by such industrial machine becomes adjusted 2107 Dwight W ay, Berkeley, Cal.
W e ask every nervous, weak, run
ing methods adopted by the banks for operation could the greatest economy to strictly war purposes.
down, ailing woman in this town to
several years have pointed the way In speed and volume be attained. The Makes the whole Financial and lndus. try this cod liver and iron tonic on
and the government has seen how the utmost that could be done in co-opera
our guarantee to return their money
tria l S tructure Stronger
plan may be extended for the benefit tion was attained by the Committee
The railroads, both in peace and if it fails to help them.
o f all the people by modifying it so of Railroad Executives, wrho have been war times, are the foremost of all our H A T H E W A Y D R U G CO., H O U L T O N
that payments need not be made on in control for the last several months. industries except
agriculture, and
As the President says, they have done whf|(. ,, h.ls
,.stlmaU,i tha, , hP MERCHANTS WIFE ADVISES
regular and certain dates.
Don’t gejt the idea, though, that you what it was possible for them to do transportation
operation in peace
HOULTON WOMEN
25 pPr
ot the
can buy a stamp next December for with patriotic zeal and great ability, (|mes
"I had stomach troube so bad I
94.12 and draw your $5 on it in 1923. but there were differences that they whole industrial volume, in times of |COuld eat nothing but toast, fruit and
The price of these stamps will in could neither escape nor neutralize. war, its percentage is undoubtedly in
! hot water. Everything alse soured
crease one cent a month, beginning In the words of the President, com creased beyond these figures.
! and formed gas. Dieting did no good. '
with January, because the govern plete unity of administration in the
To have this vast part oL tin* in I was miserable until I tried buck- j
ment does not propose to allow in present circumstances involves upon dustrial structure placed upon a sound
thorn hark, glycerine, etc., as mixed i
terest on money until it has been occasion and at many points a seri tinaeial basis and upon a basis of the
in
Alder--i-ka.
ONE SPOONFUL
paid in, and the redemption amount ous dislocation of earnings, and the utmost efficiency of operation, with
benefited me INSTANTLY.” Because j
Committee was, of course, without earnings, upkeep, equipment, improve
has been fixed uniformly at $5.
Alder i ka empties DOTH large and ^
Thus the price of a stamp will be power or authority to rearrange ments and necessary extensions fully
small intestine it relieves ANY CASE !
94.12 in January, $4.13 in February, charges or effect proper compensation provided for by tin* richest government
constipation, sour stomach or gas and j
94.14 in March, $4.15 in April, and so and adjustments of earnings. Several in the world is certainly a most reas
prevents appendicitis. It has QUICK- j
on, until next December they will roads which were willingly and with suring faetoi in working out the gener
admirable public spirit accepting the al problem. It furnishes a firm founda EST action of anything we ever sold, j
cost $4.25 each.
There is a limit, too, on the amount orders of the Committee, have already tion on which all other undertakings, O. F .French & Son, Druggists, Houlton, Me.
one person may invest in this man suffered from these circumstances and both physical and financial, may be
should
not
he
required
to
suffer
ner. The largest quantity that may
based and confidently carried forward.
be bought at any one time is $100 and further.
When we consider the vast holding
the largest amount a single individual
of railroad bonds by savings hanks,
P ro te c ts t h e I n t e r e s t of In v es to rs
may hold is $1000.
And here is where was to he met life insurance companies, national and
Thrift stamps may be exchanged the financial problem which Govern- state hanks, and trust companies, to
for war savings stamps up to Dec. 31, ment control has also solved. Under say nothing of great and small capital1918, and no later.
this control the President, assures in- ists throughout the country, and realThe security is of the best in the
world, ae good as a Liberty bond or
a government note because all the
wealth and taxing power of the gov
ernment is behind it and the faith of
the government is pledged for its pay
ment.

L:

;

TIRED. NERVOUS

8mall Items— Big Totals

The money realized in this man
ner is used for the same purpose as
that derived from the sale of bonds.
That is it will be used to meet any
of the government’s expenses, so the
purchaser of war savings stamps is
lending money to the government to
aid in carrying on the war and in
meeting its other necessary expenses.
If every person in the country
should buy only one stamp the total
would be more than $400,000,000. If
every person should buy up to the
Umlt of $1000 the amount would run
Into the billions.
This method is devised especially
to enable those with small means or
with little surplus cash to do their
part. These are other methods by
which the wealthier ones may and do

aid.
It would not be good policy to with
draw money from the savings bank
for this purpose, for reasons that any
c m familiar with finance can explain
to you.
Certificates may be registered at
any postoflice of Ihe first, second or
third class, which will enable the
holder to realise the value in case i t !
should be lost or destroyed.
Remember, though, that if there
are eight stamps on the certificate
when you have it regisetred, and you
afterwards add more you must have ,
it registered again, for the certificate
of registry covers only the stamps on
the certificate at the time of registra-!
tlon.
The thrift stamps are not like the
war savings stamps. If you lose those J
you cannot recover their value. T h e y !
cannot be registered. They are in
the same class as ordinary postage
stamps In that respect.
It will be wise to write your name
an the card to which the thrift
stamps are affixed. Then, if you lose
it, the honest finder may drop it in
any postoflice and it will be returned

to you.
A war savings stamp, unattached,
Is also of value to a finder. So it
Aould be affixed to the certificate as

selection for this great position
versal.

uni

unnecessary expenditures.
Cutting
down more supertiuo*! service, and
Large Revenues for the Government routing freight economically, will furthw add to tin* receipt*. If rates an*
May Result.
imrca
r q, as they should he, the bur
Operating under one controll, permit
den
will
be widely distributed and
ting the elimination of tlu* large
hardly frit, it is not impossible that
ponses entailed by competition
tb a two or three billions of dollar*
passengers and freight, will rea
yield many millions in the saving o f
Continued on Page 5

Could Not Eat or Sleep
Made Well By PERUNA
Mr. Wi l l i am R Denny, 1023 Dark
Ave., Springfield, Ohio, writes:
“I find great pleasure in w r i t in g
you and th a n k in g you f o r w h a t Peruna has a lre ad y done for me. I
have been troubled w i t h c a tarrh for
years, and It had affected my head,
nose, throat and stomaeh, that I
could not ea t nor sleep with a n y s a t 
isfaction.

”1 have just taken three bottles. I
can eat m ost anything and am greatly
relieved o f nervousness, so that when
I lie down I can sleep w it h o u t the
least trouble.
I recommend it to all
those w h o ar e sufferers of t h a t dread
ful disease, c a ta r rh .”

C a ta r r h
F or Y ears
Can N ow
E at and
S le e p
To My
Satisfaction
Those who object to liquid medi*
cines can procure Peruna Tablet*.

ARMENTER£/P0LSE
A N IM A L

F E R T IL IZ E R S

T7ER TILIZER S paid before the war. They will pay even
1 better now. Food prices are twice as high. Use Potash
Fertilizers and raise a bigger potato crop.
Give Parmenter & Polsey Fertilizers with Potash a real test
For years they have been, increasing farm profits by grow
ing larger crops. This year Aroostook fanners can increase
their potato output with even less farm labor. Our Animal
Fertilizers with Potash bring you good profits any way you
figure them. They are made from B L O O D , M E A T , B O N E
and chemicals and 4% Potash guaranteed to be watersoluble. Investigate th? P. & P. brands. Be convinced before
you buy. Endorsed by New England Experiment Stations.
BUY NOW

T. L. Marshall, Fort Fairfield, General Salesman.
P A R M E N T E R & P O L S E Y FER T ILIZER C O ., Boston,Mass.
B ru ch Consolidated Rendering Co.

The advantages of depositing your money as you receive
it. are that it lessens the temptation to spend cash for need
less luxuries it starts your money to work promptly at
interest is a constant incentive to make regular additions
to vour funds.

MAINE\'J <?;

Selected Public Utility Securities
is the title of our most recent
circular which describes six
d e s i r a b l e in vestments—two
bonds, two notes and two pre.
ferred stocks, yielding from
about
6 to 7.7 5 %

H E prices on (’basses, Touring Cars and Runabouts
have not advanced—but bow long the present prices
will continue we cannot say. Buy your car NOW—
when reasonable delivery is possible on all models
excepting enclosed types. Later on lack of material and
other abnormal conditions may bring a recurrence of long
delays in securing cars.

T

Semi for copy of this circulur

Bonbright & Company

BU Y NOW—I M M E D I A T E L Y —Even if you do not intend to
use the car until spring, and insure yourself against ledious and
perhaps expensive waiting at a time when you will want the car and
cannot get it. If you intend purchasing a FORD CAR within the
next twelve months, place your order and take delivery as soou as
possible.

Incorporated

A . & K. L. M A N N I N G , M A N A G E R S
Shawmut Bank Building, Boston

R.

New York

Philadelphia

Chicago

Detroit

HAROLD P. MARSH, Representative,

15

Ixmdon

State

Paris

Raug*r

A F o rd in u se is w o rth tw o on o rd er
Chassis
9325
Touring Car
9360
Town Car
Runabout $05
Coupelet
560
Sedan
One Ton Worm Drive Truek Chassis $600

S

S

i S

Don’t Neglect Your Duty
Now is the time to buy War-Savings Stamps thus helping yourself and helping vour Country at
the same time.
The $5 stamps cost $4.12 until January 31, 1918.
Yes, we Sell them, also the 25 cent Thrift Stamps, j
Come in and purchase them now.

Houlton Trust Co.
H o u lto n ,M a in e

l

9646

695

These prices I. o. b, Detroit

B e rry & Benn
Authorized Sales and Service Station
Bangor Street, H o u l t o n

Branch at Island Falls

